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Algorithmic Verification by Tying Abstractions to Implementations

Abstract
The correctness of parallel programs often boils down to the correct-
ness of the underlying high-level algorithm on the one hand, and its
correct implementation on the other. We propose to emulate this sep-
aration of concerns in existing program logics for shared-memory
concurrency by specifying concurrent manipulations of high-level
(“mathland”) structures in a new multimodal logic, wherein modal-
ities denote interferences from other threads. Such observations
translate into statements of the program logic (“spaceland”) that are
automatically stable against interferences from other threads.

Categories and Subject Descriptors F.3.1 [Specifying and Veri-
fying and Reasoning about Programs]: Logics of programs, Specifi-
cation techniques; D.2.4 [Software/Program Verification]: Correct-
ness proofs, Formal methods

Keywords Verification, Separation logic, Concurrency.

1. Introduction
Verifying complicated algorithms is a nontrivial task. In the “algo-
rithmic” sense, the correctness arguments for serious algorithms
are subtle, which explains why most computer science departments
devote entire courses to them. In the “verification” sense, we must
not only shoulder this algorithmic complexity, but also handle the
verification complexity associated with using a particular verifica-
tion technique. Verification complexity can be significant: it took
more than thirty years after the development of Hoare logic [Hoa69]
before separation logic showed how to cleanly reason about shared
mutable data structures [Rey02].

Both of these complexities increase when we focus on concur-
rent algorithms. Concurrent algorithms that manipulate sophisticated
data structures using fine-grained and lightweight synchronization
often have daunting algorithmic correctness arguments [DLM�75].
There has been much progress in recent years in verifying such algo-
rithms modularly, with many approaches based on concurrent sepa-
ration logics [NLSD14, RVG15, TDB13, SB14, Fen09, DYDG�10,
Vaf07]. However, the resulting verifications, which implement a so-
phisticated algorithmic argument in a sophisticated logic, are usually
formidable indeed because the algorithmic argument gets tangled
with the necessities of the formalism. We are interested in proof
methods that circumvent such entanglements, making verifications
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easier to develop, understand, and maintain. Proofs that are simpler
for humans will ultimately be simpler for tools as well.

The algorithmic complexity associated with verifying an algo-
rithm is intrinsic: it exists to the extent that the algorithm is subtle.
However, the complexities imposed by the formalism can be substan-
tially minimized. We develop a new proof method for fine-grained
concurrent separation logics in which almost all of the tricky rea-
soning is done the algorithmic level—which we dub mathland. We
then import that reasoning into the verification—spaceland.

To make the distinction clear, consider the notion of a graph.
In mathland a graph is, for example, a pair of a vertex set and an
edge set. In contrast, in spaceland a graph is a collection of heap
cells grouped together in various ways, such as in adjacency lists,
adjacency matrices, or a group of linked nodes in which vertices
are bundles of data cells and edges are represented by pointers to
other nodes. In other words, spaceland graphs implement mathland
graphs in memory. This distinction is common in introductory
algorithms textbooks (although not with our nomenclature), which
usually explain algorithms in mathland but occasionally dip into
spaceland to prove asymptotic complexity bounds [CLRS09, §VI].

To allow verifications to use textbook-style algorithmic reasoning
we deploy several key ideas. First, we reason extensively about our
algorithm in textbook-style mathland. Second, we connect abstract
mathland objects to concrete spaceland implementations using a
new Curried multimodal logic. Third, we define what it means
for an implementation to be faithful: that is, to properly implement
the abstract object in the heap. Finally, we develop a proof method
using our Curried logic for providing relatively simple verifications
of algorithms. in the well-understood concurrent verification logic
RGSep [Vaf07]; RGSep is a common ancestor to many modern
concurrent program logics, and so we expect our technique should
carry over without difficulty to its many progeny. Our reward is
that the verification looks a lot like a (rather fussy) algorithms
textbook, stating program invariants in a more abstract style and
using mathland-type reasoning extensively.

We apply our proof method to verify four concurrent graph
algorithms: marking (visiting & coloring) a heap-represented graph;
copying a heap-represented dag; a speculative parallel variant of
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm using an adjacency matrix; and
Dijkstra’s on-the-fly concurrent garbage collector [DLM�75]. In
the first three cases we believe we have the first verifications of these
algorithms. In the final example we import Gries’s groundbreaking
proof [Gri77] into a modern program logic. We focus on concurrent
graph algorithms because they are sufficiently complicated that they
benefit significantly from our abstract reasoning style. However, our
techniques should be beneficial in much simpler settings, including
even sequential ones.



2. Connecting abstractions to implementations
Our central thesis is that reasoning about complicated algorithms
is greatly simplified if we separate the problem into two parts. Our
goal in this section is to briefly introduce our key technical ideas
allowing us to do so using a very simple example; in §3 we attack
the much more interesting example of marking a graph in parallel.
In the paragraph headings that follow, references to later sections
provide more technical detail or give a more complex example.

Mathland abstractions (§3.2) Our first task is to select a conve-
nient (& typically standard) mathematical representation of data
structures of interest. Our representation should make algorithmic
reasoning natural. We will be using modal logic to reason about our
representations so we use the metavariables w P W to refer to a
specific model w and set of models W , and call such models worlds.
For example, a program that estimates longevity might care about
age and gender; in this case we might set W � N� tM,Wu.

Mathland actions (§3.3) Our main focus is on concurrent pro-
grams, and actions describe the way threads are permitted to behave.
Formally, an action A is a relation between worlds (A �W �W).
We assume that A is reflexive and transitive, which can be ensured
by taking the reflexive and transitive closure A� if necessary. In our
example, a thread can increment a person’s age, but not decrement
it nor change their gender, so let Age �

�
pa, gq, pa� 1, gq

��.

Modal logic on abstractions (§3.2) Mathematical predicates
P � W judge worlds. With predicates over worlds and relations
between them, we define a multimodal logic with the standard
connectives (^,ñ, lA, etc.) and classical semantics, e.g.:

P $ Q
def
� @w. pw |ù P q ñ pw |ù Qq

w |ù P ñ Q
def
� pw |ù P q ñ pw |ù Qq

w |ù lAP
def
� @w1. wAw1 ñ w1 |ù P

The semantics of classical multimodal logic is in appendix A.1 for
reference. Since we require that A be reflexive and transitive, we
have a KT4 modal logic with axioms lP $ P and lP $ llP .
To verify particular algorithms we usually define additional predi-
cates that use the concrete structure of our worlds, e.g. the predicate

pa, gq( elderly
def
� pg�M^ a¥ 70q _ pg�W ^ a¥ 75q (1)

Mathland stability (§3.3) The payoff for giving into our modal
compulsions is that we can use modalities to describe how predicates
react to changes in abstract state. Actually, that’s backwards: what
we really want is to classify predicates that do not react to changes.
A predicate P is stable with respect to/under an action A when

P $ lAP

That is, P is mathland stable when its truth is preserved by action A.
It should come as no surprise that elderly $ lAgeelderly , but

the implication may not be obvious: if thread A knows elderly
at some program point, and thread B is only permitted to take
Age actions, then A can be confident that elderly will remain true
regardless of how much B’s execution intertwines with its own.

RGSep and separation logic (§B) Our goal now is to show
how to import the benefits of this kind of high-level thinking into
verification. RGSep is based on separation logic [Rey02]. Spatial
assertions P judge heaps and include: logical connectives (^, _,
ñ, . . . ), spatial connectives (�, ���, . . . ), quantifiers, expressions
(x � 2, . . . ), spatial predicates (x ÞÑ y, . . . ), and pure predicates
(elderlypwq, . . . ). In addition to regular assertions P , which judge a
single heap, RGSep also includes global assertions p, which judge a
pair of heaps: one global and shared, the other thread-local and
private. We write P to denote that P judges the shared state;
unboxed assertions P judge the local state.

Implementations in separation logic (§3.5) An implementation
is a predicate in separation logic that takes an abstract world as
a parameter and describes how it is realized in the heap. In our
example, we might implement a world as follows:

person
�
pa, gq, x

� def
�

#
x ÞÑ a � px� 1q ÞÑ 0 when g � M

x ÞÑ a � px� 1q ÞÑ 1 when g �W

That is, we store the person’s age and gender in two adjacent heap
cells. We write e.g. xÞÑa,0 to indicate data stored in adjacent cells.

Curried assertions (§3.5) We find it useful to shift perspectives
and think of implementations as being predicates in a new Curried
logic. That is, instead of writing personpw, xq as above, we write

w ( personpxq

The “Curried” name is because the resulting formula is only “par-
tially applied”, in that it is still a formula judging heaps; i.e. w ( C
is a set of heaps rather than a truth value. We use a different symbol
for forcing (( instead of() to remind us that w ( C is still waiting
to judge a heap; to say that a heap h is satisfied by person we write

h (SL

�
w ( personpxq

�
When convenient, we writeCpwq instead ofw ( C, but despite this
the Curried logical notation is very suggestive and we can define all
the usual connectives via a standard classical lift, e.g. :

w ( C ^D
def
� pw ( Cq ^ pw ( Dq

w ( C �D
def
� pw ( Cq � pw ( Dq

Here we overload the logical symbols ^ and � for both the
Curried/object- and separation/meta- logic (object on the left, meta
on the right). This setup ensures that each of the Curried subfor-
mulae are implementing (potentially different parts of) the same
mathland object. Again, we want a multimodal-flavored logic, e.g. :

w ( ♦AC
def
� Dw1. w A w1 ^ w1 ( C

We shortly show how useful these modal operators are.

Abstractions and implementations (§3.6) One major benefit
of the Curried style is how natural it is to express connections
between abstractions and their implementations. In the middle of
the longevity estimation program, we might have a program point
P whose state could be described as follows:

t p ( personpxq ^ elderly u (2)

In other words, the person p, whose data is stored in the person
structure at address x, is considered elderly according to p’s age and
gender. What is interesting about this way of thinking is that it has
separated the more abstract fact (p is elderly) from the nitty-gritty
details of how p is stored in memory (as described by person).

One way to drive this point home is to imagine an alternative
program that does “everything interesting” the same way, but stores
information about people differently:

pa, gq ( person2pxq
def
�

#
x ÞÑ ‘M’ , a when g � M

x ÞÑ ‘W’ , a when g �W

That is, in two adjacent heap cells we store first an alphabetic
encoding of the person’s gender and second their age. Not only is the
gender encoded with characters instead of numbers, but the gender-
age order is flipped from the age-gender order in person. Despite
this, the machine state at the alternative program point corresponding
to P is described almost identically as before (equation 2):

t p ( person2pxq ^ elderly u

It is worth emphasizing that p here is equal to the p in equation 2:
despite storing this data differently, p has not changed age or gender.
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Fidelity (§3.5) Both person and person2 seem to be reasonable
implementations. Not every implementation is so reasonable:

pa, gq ( person3pxq
def
� x ÞÑ a

The problem with person3 is that part of the abstract state—the
person’s gender—is not reflected in the heap. This breaks the
connection between the abstract state and the implementation,
and will prevent us from doing the bulk of our reasoning on the
abstractions rather than the implementations.

We say that a Curried assertion C is faithful when w ( C
captures all parts of w: C is a complete implementation of w. We
defer fidelity’s formal definition until §3.5, but it implies (i.e. is
slightly stronger than) the following:

pw1 ( Cq ^ pw2 ( Cq $SL w1 ( C ^ w1 � w2 (3)

That is, if a heap simultaneously satisfies the implementation of two
worlds w1 and w2 via C, then those two worlds must be equal. If
one thinks about Curried predicates as implementing some abstract
state, then equation 3 is a kind of inversion/injectivity property.

Fidelity is a property of the pair pW, Cq of a mathematical
abstraction and its implementation. In our example, both person and
person2 are faithful, while person3 is not (the person’s gender is
not injective). For a given pW, Cq, fidelity need only be established
once—at worst once per program, and if we reuse pW, Cq to verify
more than one program even less often than that.

Abstract composition (§4) Heretofore we assumed that worlds W
are simply a set. However, we can extend all of our ideas to the more
general setting of partial commutative monoids, in which we also
equip worlds with a method of composition �. Composition in the
mathland/abstract setting � can have quite a different character from
the standard composition on heaps `. For example, even though
` enforces disjointness on heaps, � might union mathematical
structures. We will explore these ideas further in §4.

Rewards It is time to start reaping the rewards of our setup above.
Some of the rewards are specific and technical, while others are
softer but no less useful. We begin with the technical.

Reward 1: spatial actions (§3.6) RGSep uses spatial actions
P Q to specify the behavior of threads, and uses two sets of such
actions to track inter-thread interference: a rely R (actions of the
environment) and a guarantee G (actions of this thread). We can lift
any mathland action A into spaceland via a Curried predicate C:

rAsC
def
� tw1 ( C  w2 ( C | w1 A w2u

This allows us to reduce a significant amount of reasoning about
spatial actions into reasoning about mathematical actions. For
example, RGSep requires that every time a thread makes an atomic
update P  Q to the global state, we must verify that this update
is allowed by the spatial guarantee G. In our setting, this check
reduces to mathland if P and Q are instantiations of C:

pw1 G w2q ñ pw1 ( C  w2 ( C P rGsCq

Reward 2: spatial stability (§3.6,4) RGSep places a burdensome
restriction on the predicates S “inside the box” (those judging the
shared heap): they must be “spatially stable”, i.e. remain true under
the spatial actions in the rely R. The definition of spatial stability
is technical and the stability proofs must be done at each program
pointBeing numerous, tedious, and often tricky, the associated
proofs are often “handwaved” in semi-formal contexts and are a real
burden in rigorous contexts such as machine-checked proofs. As
discussed below, we get such spatial stability proofs almost for free:
Spatial stability lemma: If C is faithful then for any w, w ( ♦RC
is spatially stable under rRsC . Here we exploit our Curried modal
logic in a big way: w ( ♦RC informally means:

At some point in the past the abstract state wasw. Since then,
other threads have taken R actions to evolve the state into
some statew1. The current heap is aC-based implementation
of the current1 state w1.

All of our actions and shared state will be expressed in this style, so
the only thing we have to prove is C’s fidelity (and that only once).

This style of writing down the shared state w ( ♦RC interacts
very pleasantly with mathland stability facts. Suppose that the
current machine state is described by:

t w ( ♦RC ^ fact u

Suppose now we wish to modify C during an atomic command.
After opening the box and eliminating the existential inside the ♦:

t pw1 ( Cq ^ w R w1 ^ pw ( factq u

If we know that the mathland predicate factpwq is mathematically
stable with respect to R (i.e. fact $ lR fact), we can conclude:

t w1 ( C ^ factq u

That is, to verify an atomic instruction, the ♦ disappears and all of
the pure stable invariants carry directly over.

The upshot of Rewards 1 & 2 is that we can provide a proof rule
for atomic instructions that cleanly handles the burdensome side
conditions of RGSep while enabling a straightforward verification.

Reward 3: parallel composition (§3.6,4) Fidelity also aids in
the parallel rule. Suppose we have two threads which are about to
join at the end of parallel execution with postconditions:

t wl ( ♦RC ^ fact l u || t wr ( ♦LC ^ factr u

After joining, the RGSep parallel rule yields the postcondition:

t pwl ( ♦RCq ^ pwr ( ♦LCq ^pwl ( fact lq^pwr ( factrq u

In RGSep we are left with a messy rule of consequence to merge
the left and right postconditions. However, if C is faithful and fact l
and factr are stable (resp. under R and L), we can simplify this to

t Dw.w ( ♦EC ^ fact l ^ factr u

There is some worldw that unifieswl andwr into a single consistent
implementation, and the pure facts fact l and factr hold on w. The
action E is those actions permitted to the containing environment;
for simplicity here we assume that E is contained in both L and R.
We can again package up all of this into a clean proof rule.

Reward 4: cleaner reasoning (§3.6) Our final reward is harder to
pin down than the previous three, but perhaps even more beneficial.
Simply stated, we have found that separating the reasoning into
abstraction and implementation leads to simpler, clearer, and more
beautiful verification. Here are some ways in which things improve:

• A failure to prove that a predicate is faithful often illustrates a
flaw in the design. Consider the following alternative way to
implement a person, chosen perhaps because the programmer
was particularly concerned about saving memory:

person4pa, gq
def
�

#
x ÞÑ a when g � M

x ÞÑ �a when g �W

The problem with this reasonable-looking definition is that it is
not faithful: both p0,Mq and p0,Wq have the same implementa-
tion x ÞÑ 0! That is, this implementation does not distinguish the
gender of a newborn. A better (i.e. faithful) implementation is

person5pa, gq
def
�

#
x ÞÑ a� 1 when g � M

x ÞÑ �pa� 1q when g �W

1 When the other threads do nothingw1 � w; recall thatRmust be reflexive.
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• Invariants in our style tend to be simpler to state. Consider
expressing at some program point the assertion that we have a
youthful person for a program using the space-saving encoding:

t p ( person5 ^ elderly u

Here is how to express this idea in a more standard style:

t x ÞÑ n^ elderly2pnq u

Unfortunately, while the definition of elderly (equation 1) was
natural, the definition of elderly2 strikes us as rather unintuitive:

elderly2pnq
def
� n ¤ �76_ n ¥ 71

Actually even that is not enough—in fact we need:

t x ÞÑ n^ n � 0^ elderly2pnq u

The predicate describing a subtle implementation has gotten
entangled with the predicate capturing a higher-level property.
Our style leads to more readable & maintainable definitions.
• When applying the rule of consequence, essentially all of

the interesting implications are done on the pure facts; the
implementations usually “take care of themselves”, e.g.

fact1 $ fact2 ñ pw ( C ^ fact1q $SL pw ( C ^ fact2q

Since abstract structures are usually significantly simpler than
their implementations, implications between pure facts about
such structures tend to be easier to understand and more straight-
forward to prove than implications between spatial predicates
that intermix implementations with higher-level properties.

Outline We have now presented the highlights of our approach;
the rest of this paper is structured as follows. In §3 we use our ideas
to verify a parallel algorithm for marking a heap-represented graph.
In §4 we will detail our formal technical framework and provide
more flexible versions of fidelity that allow more implementations to
be faithful. In §5 we discuss our additional three examples: copying a
dag, speculatively computing shortest paths, and Dijkstra’s collector,
focusing on the additional lessons from each rather than the details
of the associated verifications (which are in §D-F). Finally, in §6 we
discuss related work before concluding.

3. Marking a Heap-represented Graph in Parallel
In this section we use our techniques to verify a parallel algorithm
that marks every node in a heap-represented graph. We choose
parallel marking as our first target because it is the simplest member
of an important class of related parallel algorithms that includes
map, fold/reduce, and spanning/dispose.

3.1 The cmark and pmark Functions

Specifically, consider the following two-processor program pmark
that marks every reachable node in a graph starting from root v:

1 type node {bool mark; node* left, right;};

2

3 void cmark(node* v) { node* l, r; bool flag;

4 if (v == 0) return;

5 l = v->left; r = v->right;

6 <if (v->mark == �) {v->mark = ; flag = true;}

7 else flag = false>;

8 if (!flag) return;

9 cmark(l); cmark(r); }

10

11 void pmark(node* v) { node* l, r;

12 if (v == 0) return;

13 l = v->left; r = v->right;

14 if (v->mark == �) v->mark =  else return;

15 cmark(l) || cmark(r); }

Our language is C with a few cosmetic differences. Line 1 gives
the data type of heap-represented graphs. Lines 3–9 give the recur-
sive concurrent marking subalgorithm cmark, two copies of which
will be run in parallel. Lines 6 and 7 use our pseudolanguage’s
atomic instruction construct < . . .>, which guarantees that the en-
closed instructions cannot be interrupted by other threads; in this
case the operation is called Compare and Swap (CAS). Line 6 uses
� for 0/false and  for 1/true when interacting with the mark bit
to increase readability, a pattern we continue hereafter. With the ex-
ception of the CAS, cmark is just the standard sequential depth-first
marking algorithm. Lines 11–15 contain the parallel marking algo-
rithm pmark, which is also very similar to the standard sequential
algorithm. The critical point is line 15, which sets up the parallel
computation using our pseudolanguage’s C1 || C2 construction,
which indicates standard fork-join parallelism. We consider only a
single pair of parallel threads for now to simplify the mathematical
argument; in §5 we extend to more threads.

Although the code is rather short (and superficially similar to
much simpler algorithms), its correctness argument is rather subtle
due need to reason simultaneously about both deep unspecified
sharing inside the graph as well as parallel behaviors. This subtlety is
not too surprising since the unspecified sharing makes verifying even
the sequential version of cmark not entirely trivial [HV13]. However,
the nondeterministic behavior of parallel computation makes even
specifying the behavior of our functions rather challenging.

3.2 Mathland: Specifying Parallel Marking pmark

Mathematical graphs Let V � addr be the type of vertices (i.e.,
heap addresses) and D � t�, u � T be the type of vertex labels; in
addition to a Boolean “mark bit” each vertex carries some additional
“ghost” information T to be explained in §3.3. A mathematical
graph γ P Wγ is a triple pV,E, Lq, where V � V is the vertex
set; E : V Ñ pV0 � V0q is the edge function (V0

def
� V Z t0u,

where 0 R V represents a null pointer); and L : V Ñ D is the
labeling function. We often write e.g. γ.V to project out the various
components, or just V when γ is clear from context. We write γpvq
for v P V to indicate the edges and data associated with v:

γpvq � pLpvq, Epvq.1, Epvq.2q.

We write γpvq.left and γpvq.right to indicate the left and right
children of v (possibly 0) respectively, and γpvq.mark to indicate v’s
mark bit. We define the one-step reachability relation v γ

 v1 as:

v
γ
 v1 � v1 P tγpvq.left, γpvq.rightu.

We denote the reflexive, transitive closure of γ
 by γ

 �. To “update”
a graph γ at vertex v we write rv ÞÑ pd1, l1, r1qsγ to indicate the new
graph with the modification; sometimes we use abbreviations such
as rv.left ÞÑ l1sγ when we only wish to update one component. As a
convenience we extend this update notation to allow an “update” to
the null vertex 0 that leaves γ unchanged: r0 ÞÑ pd1, l1, r1qsγ

def
� γ.

Mathematical specification of pmark Our precondition is simply
that we have a graph γ and that v (the argument of pmark) is a
node in γ (v P V ). We make two further assumptions about the
nodes v1 P V : first, that v1 is reachable from v; and second, that
v1 is initially unmarked. We express these assumptions through the
reachability-along-a-white-path relation v γ

 � v
1, defined as:

v
γ
 v1 ^ γpvq.mark � � ^ γpv1q.mark � �

The reflexive, transitive closure of γ
 � is written γ

 �
�; in the re-

flexive case we further require that v be unmarked. The mathland
precondition of pmark on the initial graph γα is as follows:

γα ( pv � 0 ñ v P V q ^ @v1 P V. v  �
� v

1 (4)

N.B. In the above we drop γ on the right side and write e.g. V for
γ.V to reduce clutter, a pattern we will continue hereafter.
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Figure 1: An execution trace of two parallel cmarks.

The mathland postcondition has two parts. First, the final graph
γω is “structurally identical” to the original γα (have the same
vertices and edges): γα � γω

def
� γα.V � γω.V ^γα.E � γω.E.

In modal logic we can express this as follows:

γα ( structEqpγωq
def
� γα � γω

Secondly, all vertices in γω are marked. Thus, the mathland post-
condition of pmark is:

γω ( structEqpγαq ^ @v P V. v.mark �  (5)

Specifying cmark is difficult We now turn to the concurrent mark-
ing function cmark; unfortunately, its specification is particularly
troublesome. Consider the diagrammed “execution trace” in Fig.
1, in which the two threads B(lue) and R(ed) are cooperating to
mark the diagrammed graph. We indicate that the t-colored thread is
“currently processing” cmark(v) by putting t in a star near node v.

Initially (i), the graph is unmarked and both threads are working
on different nodes. After marking their initial node, the threads
compete to mark the middle node in (ii). In (iii), the blue thread has
won the race; accordingly, the red thread is done and returns. The
problem is: how do we specify the postcondition of the red thread?
Clearly it has done something vital: without it, the graph would not
be completely marked once the blue thread is finished. However, the
red thread returns even though the last node (which was reachable
via a white path from its initial node in the original graph) is not yet
marked in (iii). That is, the red postcondition cannot promise that the
final node is marked when it returns. Dually, the blue postcondition
also cannot promise that the final node is marked when it returns
(since the red thread might have won the race). This leaves us with a
nasty problem when we combine the postconditions of both parallel
calls in line 15: since neither thread guarantees that all of the nodes
reachable from their single inputs (l and r, respectively) are marked,
it seems rather difficult to prove that afterwards, all nodes reachable
from both inputs are marked!

3.3 Mathland: Reasoning about Responsibility
Informally, the reason that the red thread can safely return in (ii) is
that when it is blocked from reaching a node v, then the blue thread
will mark v before returning. In other words, there is a “promise”
that is transferred: when the red thread reaches a marked node v,
it assumes that “whoever” marked v is responsible for marking v’
children. In the case of Fig. 1, the blue thread marked the middle
node and is thus responsible for the last one. There are other similar
situations that involve this kind of obligation handoff. For example,
when the graph has cycles, a thread may encounter a node that it
marked itself in a previous recursive call; the obligation in this case
is a promise to visit any remaining children as the recursive call
stack unwinds (by which time, of course, said children may have
been marked by other threads, leading to further promises).

Tokens To represent these promises, we introduce “tokens”. A
token represents the obligation/promise of a thread to do some work
at a later point in time; they are a “ghost resource”, in that they only
appear in the reasoning and not in the physical memory. In the case
of pmark, since we have two threads we have two kinds of tokens:

B and R (“blue” and “red”). We generalize this two-token idea into
arbitrarily-many tokens in §5. Each vertex in the graph γ can have
multiple tokens on it, which we model by defining the T part of the
graph label type D as a pair of nonnegative integers p7B,7Rq. We
write t for the “other color”, e.g. R � B, and write γpvq.tokensrts
to indicate the number of t-type tokens on vertex v.

Now that we have a way to model promises, we must determine
what promises represent. Suppose a node vx has a token t on it,
and consider an arbitrary node vy . The key insight is that thread t’s
promise to do some “work” on vx also extends, somewhat loosely,
to vy if vy is reachable from vx along a white path. The “loose”
qualifier is because more than one token/thread can be responsible
for vy , if more than one token can reach vy via a white path. This
notion of joint responsibility is like cosigning a loan: if one does
not pay, then another must pick up the slack. This is captured by the
“responsibility set” of a node v in γ, written Rpγ, vq, denoting the
set of tokens that can reach v via a white path. That is, those threads
that are jointly (and severally) responsible for processing v:

Rpγ, vq � tt | Dv1. γpv1q.tokensrts ¥ 1^ v1
γ
 �

� vu

Actions There are two ways that thread t can remove a token from
node v. We use mathland actions to define what threads are allowed
to do. If t discovers that v has already been marked, then t is free to
remove its token immediately for v has already been processed, and
there is no need to do so more than once. Call this action M t

:

γpvq.mark �  γpvq.tokensrts ¡ 0

γ M t
 rv.tokensrts--sγ

On the other hand, if v is unmarked, t can remove its token as
long as it both marks v, and simultaneously puts t tokens on all of
v’s immediate children. Call this action M t

�:

γpvq � pp�, _q, l, rq γpvq.tokensrts ¡ 0

γ M t
� rl.tokensrts++srr.tokensrts++srv.tokensrts--srv.mark ÞÑ sγ

Given actions A1 and A2, we combine them together as follows:

A1 YA2
def
� tpw,w1q | pwA1w

1q _ pwA2w
1qu�

In our case, we want to combine M t
� and M t

 into M t:

M t def
� M t

� YM
t


These denote the actions permitted to thread t. This protocol ensures
that all vertices v1 � v that had nonempty responsibility sets before
the update still have nonempty responsibility sets afterwards. If
t P Rpγ,v1q before the update, then t P Rpγ1,v1q afterwards (if
t R Rpγ,v1q then Rpγ,v1q � Rpγ1, v1q). No vertex is left behind:
the only way the responsibility set for v1 can become empty is when
v � v1, i.e. when v1 has just been processed. Taken together, tokens
and responsibility sets track how local changes at a vertex v (whether
by marking or adding/removing tokens) impact the shared global
responsibility to process the entire graph.

Example We can see this protocol in action in Fig. 2, which shows
three snapshots of the algorithm and calculates the responsibility sets
Rpγ, vq for each vertex v at the graph γ depicted in each snapshot.
Although we only have five nodes (n1–n5), the input is nontrivial,
with cycles, deep sharing, and several potential races. Letter t in a
star indicates where thread t is currently working. We put letters
inside the vertices to indicate the token counts. Note that to get from
(i) to (ii), the B thread has gone around the n1-n3-n1 loop, first taking
off its token as it colors n1 and then later putting its token back on n1
as it colors n3 (after winning the race); in (ii) both threads are about
to notice that the vertices they are looking at are already colored.

Notice that responsibility sets represent “worst case” liability;
in (i) it is unlikely that R will mark n2, n3, and n1 before B does
any work, but it is possible if the scheduler is particularly unkind; in
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n5 
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R 

B,R n3 

(iii) 

R B n1 n2 

n4 

n5 

B 

R R,R 

B 

Rpγ, vq �

$'&
'%

n1 n2 n3 n4 n5
i tB,Ru tRu tB,Ru tB,Ru tB,Ru
ii H H H tB,Ru tB,Ru
iii H H H H tRu

Figure 2: Execution snapshots of cmark with responsibility tokens.

contrast, there is no way B will ever mark n2. Second, responsibility
sets monotonically shrink; as threads fulfill their obligations, they
sometimes take individual responsibility for some of the remaining
tasks, as in (iii) with vertex n5. Finally, and most crucially: when a
vertex’s responsibility set is empty then that vertex must be marked.
We refer the reader to §A.6 for a more detailed example of tokens.

Stability This last observation is the crux of the invariant we use
to tie local promises at each vertex to the global work we need done:

γ ( Inv
def
� @v P V. Rpvq � H ñ v.mark �  (6)

Using our style, the most difficult proof needed to verify this
algorithm will be to prove that (6) is mathland stable, i.e.:

Inv $ lMtInv (7)

We have a number of useful lemmas (§A.2) that simplify stability
proofs by breaking them into smaller parts, such as:

pP $ lA1YA2P q ô
�
pP $ lA1P q ^ pP $ lA2P q

�
There are two other predicates we want to prove stable. First:

structEqpγq $ lMtstructEqpγq

That is, the actions do not change the structure (vertices and edges)
of the graph. This proof is trivial since the actions only modify the
vertex labels. Second, we need to show that action M t does not
affect the other color t. Two graphs are token equal when:

γ1
t
� γ2

def
� @v. γ1pvq.tokensrts � γ2pvq.tokensrts

In the modal logic we can write this as:

γ1 ( colorEqpt, γ2q
def
� γ1

t
� γ2

Then we need to prove that

colorEqpt, γq $ lMtcolorEqpt, γq

Since action M t only affects t-tokens this is also trivial.

3.4 Mathland: Specifying Concurrent Marking cmark

To specify cmark(v) for thread t, we shift perspectives: instead of
specifying cmark(v) in terms of what it marks, we realize that its
key task is to remove a token of color t from v. The precondition is:

γα ( Inv ^ pv � 0 ñ v.tokensrts ¡ 0q (8)

That is, beyond the invariant, all we need to know is that there is
at least one t-token on v (if v � 0). The postcondition is almost as
easy. The final graph must satisfy the key invariant, be structurally
identical to the original, and have exactly the same number of
t-tokens except that we have removed one such token from v:

γω ( Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, rv.tokensrts--sγαq (9)

Initial call and final join Examine the parallel calls to cmark in
the pmark function (line 15). To set up the parallel behavior, the
pmark ensures (using ghost state) that there is one B token on the
initial vertex v’s left child, one R token on v’s right child, and no
tokens elsewhere. This, plus marking v itself in line 14, ensures the
key invariant (equation 6). Since each parallel cmark call operates
on only one kind of token, we have a kind of disjointness to ensure
compositional reasoning during the parallel calls. After the calls
return, we know (from the postcondition of cmark on the left branch)
that there are no B tokens anywhere, and similarly there are no R
tokens anywhere, allowing us use the key invariant to prove that the
entire graph has been marked to satisfy pmark’s postcondition.

3.5 Spaceland: Faithfully Implementing Graphs in the Heap
We now leave mathland behind to boldly go into spaceland. Our
first task is to implement abstract graphs γ in the heap. There are
many data structures that implement graphs (e.g. adjacency matrices,
adjacency lists). Different programs using different representations
require different spaceland implementation. For pmark we use a
linked structure for which Hobor and Villard [HV13] developed a
predicate which models graphs γ in separation logic as follows:

graphpx, γq ô px � 0^ empq _�
nodepx, γq Y� graphpγpxq.left, γq Y� graphpγpxq.right, γq

�
Here, Y� is the “overlapping conjunction” [HV13]:

h |ùSL P Y� Q
def
� Dh1, h2, h3.

ph1 ` h2 ` h3 � hq ^ ph1 ` h2 ( P q ^ ph2 ` h3 ( Qq

Here ` denotes heap composition (usually disjoint union). That
is, graph is a recursive predicate such that when applied to 0, it is
emp, and applied to a nonzero address x, it is composed of three
potentially overlapping parts: the left and right subgraphs of x, and
nodepxq, implementing the node x. We separate out node as it is the
only part of the predicate that depends on vertex labels D, making
graph parametric in D. In the case of pmark, node is given by:

nodepx, γq
def
� Db, t1, t2, l, r. γpxq �

�
pb, pt1, t2qq, l, r

�
^

x ÞÑ b, l, r � xáã t1, t2

That is, node implements a node x in γ via the basic separation logic
“maps-to” predicate ÞÑ to store the mark bit and left/right subgraphs
in adjacent cells in the heap. The additional information pt1,t2q P T
is implemented in the “ghost heap”: it is used in the proof but not
actually modified by the program. We use áã to differentiate the
ghost heap from the concrete heap indicated by ÞÑ.

Notice that graphpx, γq implements only the portion of γ that
is reachable from x; γ may contain other nodes. Accordingly it is
natural to extend graph to a set of vertices as follows:

graphspS, γq
def
� �
¤
xPS

graphpx, γq

Curried logic Since node, graph, and graphs all take γ as a
parameter, it is natural to write them in our Curried logical style:

γ ( nodepxq γ ( graphpxq γ ( graphspSq

The symbol ( emphasizes that these formulae are sets of heaps (i.e.,
the type of w ( C is “formula in separation logic”). We define a
notion of entailment between Curried formulae as follows:

C1 , C2
def
� @w. pw ( C1q $SL pw ( C2q

Note that we choose a modified symbol for entailment, to reinforce
that C1 and C2 are Curried. In §2 we gave the semantics of ^, �,
and ♦A in our Curried logic. Other operators have the same flavor:

w ( Dx.C
def
� Dx.w ( C px free in wq

w ( C ��� D
def
� pw ( Cq ��� pw ( Dq

w ( C Y� D
def
� pw ( Cq Y� pw ( Dq

w ( lAC
def
� @w1. w A w1 ñ w1 ( C
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The semantics of all the Curried logical operators we use in §3
is given in §A.3. We generalize the semantics in §4, according to
which the above definitions (including §A.3) will be a special case.

Fidelity Recall that the fidelity of a Curried assertion C with
respect to a set of mathland worlds W informally means thatw ( C
implements w PW in a lossless way. We now formalize this notion.
To do this, we use the existential wand of separation logic (a.k.a.
“septraction”) [Vaf07], written P ��}� Q, and defined as:

h1 (SL P��}�Q
def
� Dh2.ph1Kh2q^ph2 (SLP q^ph1`h2 (SLQq

The intuition behind septraction is as follows. Suppose Q held
on some state h, and we removed from h some substate h2 that
satisfied P . The state that is left over, h1, will then satisfy P ��}� Q.
We say thatC is faithful with respect to W when for allw1, w2 PW

pw1 ( Cq ��}� pw2 ( Cq $SL w1 � w2 ^ emp (10)

That is, the only way to remove a C-based implementation of w1

from an implementation of w2 is when the abstract worlds are
identical and nothing is left over (emp). Said another way, any
difference between w1 and w2 will prevent an implementation of
the former from being taken out of the implementation of the latter.

The notion of fidelity in equation (10) is rather strong, making it
a bit difficult to find predicates that are faithful. For example, neither
node, graph, nor graphs is faithful, since all three only implement
parts of γ reachable from their inputs and thus do not constrain
γ elsewhere. That is, let γ1 be a graph and γ2 a nonempty strict
subgraph (there is some node xPγ1 such that xRγ2). Then for any
node y P γ2, the septraction on the right hand side of (10) holds:

pγ1 ( graphpyqq ��}� pγ2 ( graphpyqq

The subgraph relationship between γ1 and γ2 means that graphpyq
will implement exactly the same nodes in the same way. However,
while only emp will be left over after the septraction, γ1 � γ2.

In §4.2 we show how to generalize the notion of fidelity to allow
these predicates to be faithful, but we can keep things simple for
now by defining the following “faithful graphs predicate”:

γ ( fgraphspSq
def
� pV � Sq ^ graphspSq

In other words, we add the additional constraint to graphs that the
set S is indeed all of the vertices V in the graph. Thus every vertex
in γ will be implemented and so fgraphs is faithful (proof in §A.5).

3.6 Verifying Concurrent and Parallel Marking
We are ready to do the actual verification. The proof sketches for
concurrent and parallel marking are given in Fig. 3. The underlying
verification logic is essentially RGSep [Vaf07], but we have up-
graded RGSep to have a more modern treatment of ghost resources
(as in e.g. CAP [DYDG�10]). That is, heaps h are pairs phc, hgq of
concrete and ghost heaps, and we have an upgraded rule of semantic
consequence that allows for the modification of ghost heaps without
the necessity of explicit instructions. We refer the reader to §B for a
description of our flavor of RGSep, including its soundness proof
via an embedding into Views [DBG�13].

Spatial actions As explained in §2, we can turn any set of
mathematical actions into spatial actions using a Curried predicate:

rAsC
def
� tw1 ( C  w2 ( C | w1 A w2u

We have three basic mathematical actions in Fig. 3: MB and MR

as defined in §3.3 for the actions of the blue and red threads
respectively, and Id

def
� tpw,wq|w P Wu for the identity action.

We choose fgraphs as our Curried predicate which is the faithful
graph predicate described in §3.5. For the parameter to fgraphs, we
use the initial set of vertices pVαq, resulting in spatial actions below:�
MR

�
fgraphspVαq

�
MBYMR

�
fgraphspVαq

rIdsfgraphspVαq

The first denotes the implementation of MR, which is the first
thread’s rely (and second thread’s guarantee); MBYMR describes
those actions permitted before the parallel execution in pmark; and
finally Id is used when the environment cannot modify γ.

The vertex set does not change during marking, so using Vα
throughout is sufficient to verify our example. However, the neces-
sity of giving fgraphs an explicit parameter is not only unfortunate
aesthetically, but it has a more practical consequence as well: we
will be unable to add or remove vertices during parallel execution.
One might wonder why we do not instead choose the following
alternative definition that implements the “whole graph”:

γ ( wgraph
def
� graphspV q

The perhaps surprising answer is that wgraph is not faithful under
the above definition (equation 10). We ask the reader to tolerate this
rough spot for now, but in §4.2 we present alternative definitions of
fidelity under which wgraph will be faithful.

Verifying cmark The verification sketch of cmark is between
lines 1 and 16 in Fig. 3. The rely and guarantee do not change during
cmark’s verification so they are only given on the first and last lines;
in the middle they are elided for brevity. The rely (actions of the other
thread) is (the implementation of) M t, while the guarantee (actions
of this thread) is M t. In other words, this thread may interact with
the t-tokens while the other thread works on the other t-tokens.

Two things jump out when looking at the assertions at each
program point. First, they are almost entirely stated in our Curried
logic. Second, they have identical spatial parts:

γ ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq

Of course, the heap is changing constantly, due both to the actions
of this thread as well as the other. The spatial part is saying that
the heap is staying in sync with the abstract graph γ, however γ
may be changing. Whenever this thread interacts with the shared
state, the abstract graph γ to the left of the ( will change; changes
to γ due to the other threads are handled by the modal operator
♦Mt . Note that many modern concurrent program logics (including
RGSep) require shared state predicates S to be “spatially stable”
with respect to the actions P  Q of the environment, expressed
by P ��}� S $SL Q ��� S. As mentioned in §2, we get such stability
proofs for free (see “Spatial stability” on page 3); this technical
reward will be further discussed in §4.1 (with proofs in §C).

What does change at each program point are the pure facts in the
curried logic, so let us turn our attention to them. Line 1 contains
the precondition for cmark; you may notice that the pure part of the
Curried assertion is exactly the one given in the earlier “mathland”
discussion above in equation 8. On line 3 the program checks to see
if v is 0. If so, we can immediately prove the postcondition since
γα � r0.tokensrts--sγα (as mentioned in §3.2, “updates” to the null
vertex do not change γ), allowing us to return in line 4. If v � 0,
then we gain the fact that v.tokensrts ¡ 0; in addition to giving
information about t tokens, whenever we “dereference” some vertex
v then we are also implicitly asserting that v � 0.

On line 5 we load the left and right children of v into l and
r. Since we are interacting with the shared state here, we must
use the atomic rule to do so. For space reasons we omit this in
favor of providing additional details for the more interesting atomic
instruction (CAS) on lines 6-12. Our atomic proof rule forces us
to change the starting γα into γ1 after the first observation of the
shared state, during which we load the left child into l; and then
γ1 into γ2 after the second observation. However, since all of our
mathland predicates are stable with respect to M t, they sail through
these observations unchanged.
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1 //
�
M t

�
fgraphspVαq

, rM tsfgraphspVαq
$

!
γα ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ pv � 0ñ v.tokensrts ¡ 0q

)
2 void cmark(node* v) { node* l, r; bool flag;

3 if (v == 0) { //

!
γα ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ v � 0

)
4 return; } //

!
γα ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, γαq ^ v.tokensrts ¡ 0

)
5 l = v->left; r = v->right; //

!
γ2 ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, γαq ^ v.tokensrts ¡ 0^ v.children � pl, rq

)
6 < //

 
γ3 ( fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, γαq ^ v.tokensrts ¡ 0^ v.children � pl, rq

(
7 if (v->mark == �) { //

 
γ3 ( fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, γαq ^ v.tokensrts ¡ 0^ v.children � pl, rq ^ v.mark � �

(
8 v->mark = ; flag = true; // In addition, update ghost state: decrement t counter on v and increment t counters on l and r

9 // 
 
γ3 M t

� γ
a
4 ^ γa4 ( fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, rl.tokensrts++srr.tokensrts++srv.tokensrts--sγαq ^ flag

(
10 } else { flag = false; // In addition, update ghost state: decrement t counter on v

11 // 
 
γ3 M t

 γ
b
4 ^ γb4 ( fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, rv.tokensrts--sγαq ^  flag

(
12 } //

"
γ3 M t γ4 ^ γ4 ( fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^

�
pcolorEqpt, rl.tokensrts++srr.tokensrts++srv.tokensrts--sγαq ^ flagq _
pcolorEqpt, rv.tokensrts--sγαq ^  flagq

� *

13 > //

#
γ4 ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^

�
pcolorEqpt, rl.tokensrts++srr.tokensrts++srv.tokensrts--sγαq ^ flagq _

pcolorEqpt, rv.tokensrts--sγαq ^  flagq
�

+

14 if (flag) { //

!
γ4 ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, rl.tokensrts++srr.tokensrts++srv.tokensrts--sγαq

)
15 cmark(l); cmark(r);

16 } } //
�
M t

�
fgraphspVαq

, rM tsfgraphspVαq
$

!
Dγω. γω ( ♦Mt fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγαq ^ colorEqpt, rv.tokensrts--sγαq

)
17 // -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

18 // rIdsfgraphspV0q , rM
B YMRsfgraphspV0q $

!
γ0 ( ♦Id fgraphsptVαuq ^ pv � 0ñ v P V q ^ @v1. v �

� v
1
)

19 void pmark(node* v) { node* l, r; if (v == 0) return; l = v->left; r = v->right; if (v->mark == �) v->mark =  else return;

20 //
rIdsfgraphspVαq

,

rMB YMRsfgraphspVαq

$

#
γ1 ( ♦Id fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγ0q ^ p@v1. v1 � lñ v1.tokensrBs � 0q ^

p@v1. v1 � rñ v1.tokensrRs � 0q ^ pl � nullñ l.tokensrBs � 1q ^ pr � nullñ r.tokensrRs � 1q

+

21 //
rMRsfgraphspVαq

,

rMBsfgraphspVαq

$

$&
%
γ1 ( ♦MR fgraphspVαq ^ structEqpγ0q ^

Inv ^ pl � nullñ l.tokensrBs � 1q ^
p@v1 � l. v1.tokensrBs � 0q

,.
-

��� ��� rMBsfgraphspVαq
,

rMRsfgraphspVαq

$

$&
%
γ1 ( ♦MB fgraphspVαq ^ structEqpγ0q ^

Inv ^ pr � nullñ r.tokensrRs � 1q ^
p@v1 � r. v1.tokensrRs � 0q

,.
-

22 cmark(l) || cmark(r);

23 //
rMRsfgraphspVαq

,

rMBsfgraphspVαq

$

#
γl ( ♦MR fgraphspVαq ^ structEqpγ0q ^

Inv ^ @v1. v1.tokensrBs � 0

+ ��� ��� rMBsfgraphspVαq
,

rMRsfgraphspVαq

$

#
γr ( ♦MB fgraphspVαq ^ structEqpγ0q ^

Inv ^ @v1. v1.tokensrRs � 0

+

24 // rIdsfgraphspVαq
, rMB YMRsfgraphspVαq

$
!
γ2 ( ♦Id fgraphspVαq ^ Inv ^ structEqpγ0q ^ p@v1. v1.tokensrBs � 0q ^ p@v1. v1.tokensrRs � 0q

)
25 } // rIdsfgraphspVαq

, rMB YMRsfgraphspVαq
$

!
Dγ2. γ2 ( ♦Id fgraphspVαq ^ structEqpγ0q ^ @v1. v1.mark � 

)

Figure 3: Proof sketches of concurrent (cmark) and parallel (pmark) marking.

Let us examine the more interesting atomic section (for the CAS)
to see how all of this works. Observe first that line 6 contains a
remarkably similar invariant to the one in line 5. The key differences
are that we no longer have a box or diamond protecting the shared
state and that we have advanced from world γ2 to world γ3.
Essentially what has happened is that first the standard RGSep
atomic rule has removed the box; second we have used the existential
rule to destruct the diamond and extract the world γ3 (reachable
from γ2 via M t) hiding within it; and then third we have used that
reachability fact along with the fact that our pure invariants are
mathland stable (P $ lMtP ) to realize that they all hold on γ3 as
well. It is convenient to bundle up this reasoning into the FAITHFUL
ATOMIC proof rule given in §4.1, but it is not strictly necessary to
do so: FAITHFUL ATOMIC is simply a derived rule in RGSep.

Line 7 checks to see if the node is unmarked; if so the code on
line 8 marks it and sets a flag; we also update the ghost state by
removing a token on v and putting tokens on v’s children as to follow
action M t

�. Line 9 contains the postcondition afterwards, and is the
most difficult to prove in the algorithm. We essentially have two
tasks: first, modify the spatial graph using ramification (indicated
by  ), dismissing the associated ramification entailment using Hobor
and Villard’s lemma 4.12 [HV13]. Second, we need to show that the
new graph γa4 maintains all of our pure facts appropriately; some of

these proofs are subtle (e.g. for Inv ) but we are aided because we
get to do them entirely in mathland. Note that we keep track of the
fact that our modification is allowed by our guarantee: γ3 M

t
� γ

α
4 .

Line 10 sets the flag to false when v has already been marked;
we also do a ghost update to remove a t token from v. Proving the
postcondition in line 11 is a simpler version of the one in line 9.

Line 12 is the final invariant after our atomic section, and is
just a standard consequence from an if-then. More interesting is the
invariant in line 13, which is after the atomic section is over. Notice
how the box and modal diamond have reappeared and all of our
pure facts have carried over; this convenience is also bundled into
the derived FAITHFUL ATOMIC rule.

Line 14 checks whether the thread did mark v and has thus
incurred an obligation to call cmark on v’s children, which is done on
line 15. Afterwards, we meet the postcondition on line 16; note that
the mathematical part is exactly the one given above in equation 9.

Verifying pmark The code for parallel marking is given in
lines 18-25. Since pmark does change the rely and guarantee to
verify the parallel execution, we include them in our program invari-
ants. Line 18 contains the precondition, saying that the environment
can take no actions (Id ) while we are allowed all actions. Notice
how the pure part of the precondition exactly matches equation 4.
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Line 19 contains all of the sequential code for pmark, which
can be handled via existing techniques [HV13]. The real fun begins
on line 20, which gives the precondition to the parallel execution.
Notice how the rely and guarantee have not changed, that we have
established the key invariant Inv , and that we have exactly one B
token and one R token deployed on the graph, at l and r respectively.

Line 21, inside the parallel call, is essentially directly from the
standard RGSep parallel rule: we divide our guarantee between the
two threads and adjust their relies accordingly. We give each of them
the pure facts necessary to reason about “their” tokens. On line 22 we
call cmark in parallel on l and r, reaching the parallel postcondition
given in line 23. Because we knew that there was only one of each
token initially, which cmark has now removed, each thread knows
that all of its own tokens are gone from the graph. However, there is
a tricky-looking wrinkle: since both parallel proofs are done thread
locally, they have two different views of the mathematical graph: γl
on the left and γr on the right.

Very pleasingly, that wrinkle has been removed in line 24.
Essentially, the “inversion” consequence of fidelity, mentioned in §2
as equation 3, has forced the two worlds to coincide, despite the
modal diamonds involved. As long as we know that the pure parts of
the postcondition were mathematically stable, then they come along
for the ride too. This reasoning is also convenient to bundle into a
rule we call FAITHFUL PARALLEL rule (given in §4.1), but as with
FAITHFUL ATOMIC, this is not strictly necessary since FAITHFUL
PARALLEL is also simply a derived rule in RGSep.

Finally, line 25 contains the postcondition, which we reach by
combining Inv with the fact that there are no tokens on the graph.
Notice that the final invariant exactly matches equation 5.

Onwards We have now finished verifying the parallel marking
algorithm. In §4 we generalize our setup to include one additional
wrinkle: adding the ability to compose mathland objects together.
While not necessary for the marking algorithm presented above, this
generalization improves the overall setup significantly by enabling
several more powerful versions of fidelity. In §5 we demonstrate our
enhanced setup’s power by discussing how we have used it to verify
three additional nontrivial parallel graph algorithms.

4. A Framework for Faithful Reasoning
In this section, we formalize the various components of our frame-
work introduced informally thus far and present the proof rules
alluded to in §2,3. We provide alternative formulations of fidelity
and generalize our spaceland logic accordingly to accommodate it.

4.1 Faithful Reasoning

The examples studied in §2 and §3, account for a particular class
of verification scenarios where the luxury of reasoning solely in
mathland can be secured by establishing the fidelity of the spaceland
implementations. However, as we briefly highlighted in §3 (and
elaborate shortly in §4.2), this fidelity condition may be too strong
and deem otherwise reasonable implementations unfaithful. We thus
generalize our framework to admit more implementations; we revisit
the components introduced earlier, and adapt them to fit our general
framework when necessary.

Mathland PCM Partial Commutative Monoids (PCM) are
known to be fundamental in modeling (concurrent) resources. We
thus take our mathland worlds from a PCM, pW, �,Uq, where W
represents the domain of mathland worlds (e.g. graphs γ PWγ in
§3), with the composition operator �, and a set of unit elements
U . We write w17w2 when w1 and w2 are compatible (w1�w2

is defined). We assume the standard order-by-composition and
write w1¤w2 for Dw.w1�w�w2. Note that any set W of math-
land worlds (e.g. Wγ in §3) can be lifted into a discrete PCM,
pW, ��,Wq, where each world composes only with itself, i.e. com-

position of any two distinct elements is undefined; and each world
serves as its own unit.

Actions and monotonicity In the general setting of a mathland
monoid where a mathland world can grow by composing with a
compatible world, we need to ensure that growing worlds does not
prohibit actions. We thus assume that actions are monotonic with
respect to composition. That is, if an action is possible on a small
world, it is also possible on larger worlds. Put formally, a set of
actions A is monotonic if and only if for all w1, w2, w PW:

w1Aw2 ^ w17w ^ w27w ñ w1�w A w2�w

Spaceland PCM The set of heaps H (partial functions from
addresses to values) also forms a PCM, H�pH,Z, tHuq, with
the composition operator as the disjoint function union, and the
function with empty domain (H) as the single unit element. We then
define our spaceland objects as pairs of heaps phc, hgq in the PCM
H2�pH2, pZ,Zq, tpH,Hquq, where hc denotes the concrete heap,
and hg the ghost heap. We write h, h1, and so forth to range over
H2 (i.e. h P H2). For brevity, we write ` for pZ,Zq.

Curried assertions (revisited) A curried assertion C is a space-
land predicate that relates a world of a mathland monoidw PW to a
set of heap pairs H2 in the spaceland monoid (H2 � H2). We thus
redefine the semantics of spatial connectives for curried assertions
as a simple spatial lift on mathland worlds as follows:

w ( C �D
def
� Dw1,w2. w � w1 � w2 ^ pw1( Cq � pw2 ( Dq

w ( C Y� D
def
� Dw1,w2,w3. w � w1 � w2 � w3^

pw1 � w2 ( Cq Y� pw2 � w3 ( Dq

w ( C ��� D
def
� @w1. w7w1 ñ pw1 ( Cq ��� pw � w1 ( Dq

Observe that this semantics is equivalent to that provided in §3
when the set of mathland worlds W are lifted into the discrete
PCM described above. We refer the reader to Appendix A.4 for
comprehensive semantics of other connectives.

In order to carry out our reasoning in the simple realm of
mathland, we require that curried assertions are faithful: they are
lossless implementations of mathland abstractions in the heap. In
particular, fidelity implies the following inversion property.

Definition 4.1 (Inversion) A curried assertion C satisfies the in-
version property with respect to a mathland PCM W�pW, �,Uq,
written inverpC,Wq, iff for all mathland world w1, w2 PW:

pw1 ( Cq ^ pw2 ( Cq $ w1 � w2 ^ pw1 ( Cq

When W is clear from the context, we simply write inverpCq.
Inversion ensures that the implementations of two mathland worlds
do not coincide in the heap. That is, two distinct mathland worlds
remain discernible in the heap once implemented by C.

We now have all the necessary ingredients to formulate our first
of four notions of fidelity that, as well as the inversion property,
ensure the spatial stability of spaceland implementations. In what
follows we write stablepw ( ♦AC, rAsCq to denote that pw (
♦ACq is spatially stable under the spaceland actions in rAsC .

Definition 4.2 (Global fidelity) A curried assertion C is globally
faithful with respect to a mathland PCM W�pW, �,Uq, written
faithGpC,Wq, iff for all mathland worlds w,w1,w2 PW:

pw1 ( Cq ��}� pw2 ( Cq $ w1 � w2 ^ emp

When W is clear from the context, we simply write faithGpCq.

Lemma 4.1 (Global fidelity) Given a curried assertion C, math-
land world w, and set of actions A (proof in §C: Lemma C.3):

aq faithGpCqñ inverpCq bq faithGpCqñstablepw(♦AC, rAsCq
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Proof rules As mentioned in §3.6, we find it convenient to
package up some recurring proof patterns when reasoning in our
style into two proof rules, FAITHFUL ATOMIC and FAITHFUL
PARALLEL, both given in figure 4. Both of these, we emphasize,
are derived rules in RGSep, depending essentially on the underlying
RGSep ATOMIC and PARALLEL rules plus some well-chosen
applications of CONSEQUENCE using the fundamental technical
upshots of fidelity inver and stablepw(♦AC, rAsCq. Accordingly,
analogues of these rules should hold in a variety of other modern
logics without much difficulty (e.g. we have checked that they
hold in CAP); the main reason we choose RGSep is because the
presentation is a bit simpler (e.g. no fractional shares or capabilities).

Both of our rules require that the predicate over the shared state
be faithful faithpSq. Note that in §4.2 we will define several more
flexible notions of fidelity beyond the global one just given; all of
them are sufficient to get the faithful proof rules through. FAITHFUL
ATOMIC enables smooth access to the shared state by opening
the box and diamond and carrying in l-stable facts P1; it was
used in §3.6 to handle the atomic section on lines 6-12. Similarly,
FAITHFUL PARALLEL was used in lines 20-24; its primary task is
to merge the two independent “postworlds” w1

1 and w1
2 into a single

world w1, while carrying along some postconditions Q1 and Q2

using l-stability. The proofs of both rules are given in §C.1.

4.2 More Flexible Notions of Fidelity

In §3 we demonstrated how (globally) fidelity (Def. 4.2) allows
us to contain the complicated reasoning associated with intricate
algorithms in mathland. In general however, it is not always possible
to show that an implementation is thus faithful. In particular, as we
demonstrate shortly, global fidelity enforces the implementation of
two distinct mathland worlds to be incomparable in the heap in that
the implementation of one cannot be contained in the other. In this
section, we relax the notion of fidelity in stages, and motivate the
need for each step through examples. We thus present a “tower of
fidelity” that is more permissive at one end, whilst easier to establish
at the other. Pleasingly, at each level we recover the benefits afforded
by the original definition of (global) fidelity.

Example 4.1 Let WSet denote the domain of mathland integer sets
of the form w1�t1u, w�t1, 2u and so forth; and take the following
implementation of a mathland set w in the heap as |w| consecutive
cells (where |w| denotes the size of w).

Spwq ô Dx. arraypx,wq where
arraypx,tuq

def
�emp arraypx,tauZwq

def
�x ÞÑ a � arraypx�1,wq

This piecemeal implementation of a mathland set is not globally
faithful (Def. 4.2): for an arbitrary address a, take h1�praÞÑ1s,Hq
(a concrete heap with value 1 at address a, and an empty ghost
heap), and h�praÞÑ1, a�1 ÞÑ2s,Hq. We then have h1 ( Spw1q
and h ( Spwq. However, “septracting" h1 from h yields a new heap
h2�pra�1 ÞÑ2s,Hq which does not satisfy emp.

Example 4.2 Given the set of mathland graphs described in §3,
take the following heap implementation of a graph with the node
predicate as in §3. G1pγq ô �

xPγ
nodepx, γq

Note that as shown in [HV13] (Lemma 4.7), this implementation
of graphs is equivalent to that of wgraph in §3. That is, G1pγq ô
wgraphpγq. As mentioned in §3, G1 is not globally faithful: take
mathland worlds γ, γ1, and heaps h and h1 as specified below:

γ�ptx,yu,rx ÞÑpx,yq,y ÞÑp0,0qs,rx ÞÑpmx,rx,bxq,y ÞÑpmy ,ry ,byqsq
h�

�
rx ÞÑpmx,x,yq, y ÞÑpmy ,0,0qs, rx ÞÑprx,bxq,y ÞÑpry ,byqs

�
γ1�ptyu,ry ÞÑp0,0qs,ry ÞÑpmy ,ry ,byqsq
h1�

�
ry ÞÑpmy ,0,0qs, ry ÞÑpry ,byqs

�

Unfolding the G1 and node predicates we then have h1(G1pγ1q
and h(G1pγq. However, taking away h1 from h yields a new heap
pair h2�prx ÞÑpmx,x,yqs, rx ÞÑprx,bxqsq that does not satisfy emp.

To admit implementations such as those presented in Examples
4.1, 4.2, we allow the spaceland implementation of a mathland
world w1 to be contained in the implementation of w2 only if the
two mathland worlds are analogously comparable, i.e. w1 ¤ w2.
This is captured by the following definition of fidelity.

Definition 4.3 (Local fidelity) A curried assertion C is locally
faithful with respect to a mathland PCM W�pW, �,Uq, written
faithLpC,Wq, iff for all mathland worlds w,w1,w2 PW:

pw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cq $ Dw2. w � w1 � w2 ^ pw2 ( Cq

When W is obvious from the context, we forego the second argument
and simply write faithLpCq.

Observe that the set implementation (S) is locally faithful with
respect to the pWset,Z,tuq PCM. In Appendix C (Lemma C.7),
we show that the G1 graph implementation is locally faithful with
respect to a pre-graph PCM defined shortly. Similar to mathland
graphs, a pre-graph, is a triple of the form pV ,E,Lq with the
vertices V , and the label function L defined as before, and the edge
function defined as E def

� V Ñ V0 � V0. That is, unlike mathland
graphs, the co-domain of the edge function E is not contained in
V0, and a pre-graph may have “dangling” edges. For instance, while
γ�ptxu,rx ÞÑpx,yqs,rxÞÑlxsq is a mathland pre-graph, it is not a
valid graph as it does not include the y vertex. Note that mathland
graphs Wγ are a subset of pre-graphs (Wγ�W�

γ ).
We construct the pre-graph PCM as W�

γ �pW�
γ , � ,tHuq where

W�
γ denotes the set of mathland pre-graphs,H describes the empty

pre-graph ptu,H,Hq, and the composition operator ��pZ,Z ,Zq
is defined component-wise as the disjoint union for vertices, and
disjoint function union for edge and label functions.

As with global fidelity, local fidelity also entails the inversion
property (Def. 4.1). Recall that one of the benefits of faithful im-
plementations is their spatial stability under spaceland actions (see
Lemma 4.1). The stability of a locally faithful implementation C
can be recovered provided that C satisfies an additional separation
property to ensure that the heaps corresponding to two mathland
worlds w1 and w2 can be combined into a heap implementing the
larger mathland world w1�w2. Put formally, a spaceland implemen-
tation C satisfies the separation property, written seppCq, iff for all
mathland worlds w1, w2:

pw1 ( Cq � pw2 ( Cq $ pw1 � w2 ( Cq

Lemma 4.2 (Local fidelity) Given any curried assertion C, math-
land world w, and actions A (proof in §C: Lemma C.6):

aq faithLpCq ñ inverpCq
bq faithLpCq ^ seppCq ñ stableppw(♦ACq, rAsCq

Although local fidelity is more permissive than the global one, it
nonetheless prohibits certain implementations (see the example
below). In particular, it stipulates that the spaceland implementations
of two mathland worlds may be comparable only if the mathland
worlds themselves are accordingly ordered. As such, spaceland
composition in the heap is tightly tied to composition in mathland.

Example 4.3 Let W�
γ be the pre-graph PCM described above;

and take the following pre-graph implementation where max is an
integer value denoting the maximum graph size (an upper bound on
the number of vertices allowed).

G2pγq ô �
xPγ

nodepx, γq � Dm.m ÞÑ max

This implementation is not locally faithful: let γ1, γ, h1, h2 and
h be as in Example 4.2. Let h1�prmÞÑmaxs,Hq, for an arbitrary
address m. Unfolding the G2 and node predicates we have ph1 `
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FAITHFUL ATOMIC
P1 ,lRP1 $SL tpw1 ( S ^ P1q � P2u C tDw1. w1 G w1 ^ pw1 ( S ^Q1q �Q2u

rRsS , rGsS $ tpw0 ( ♦RS ^ P1q � P2u < C > tDw1. pw1 ( ♦RS ^Q1q �Q2u

faithpSq
w1 R fvpS,Q1,Q2q

FAITHFUL PARALLEL
rRYG2sS , rG1sS $ tpw( ♦RYG2S ^P q �P1u C1 tDw

1
1. pw

1
1( ♦RYG2S ^Q1q �Q3u Q1, lRYG2Q1

rRYG1sS , rG2sS $ tpw( ♦RYG1S ^P q �P2u C2 tDw
1
2. pw

1
2( ♦RYG1S ^Q2q �Q4u Q2, lRYG1Q2

rRsS , rG1YG2sS $ tpw( ♦RS ^P q � P1 � P2u C1||C2 tDw
1. pw1( ♦RS ^Q1^Q2q�Q3�Q4u

faithpSq
w1

1 R fvpS,Q1q

w1
2 R fvpS,Q2q

w1 R fvpS,Q1,Q2q

Figure 4: The faithful proof rules.

h1q(G2pγ1q and ph ` h1q(G2pγ2q. Taking away h1 ` h1 from
h`h1 then results in h2. However, we cannot find a mathland world
γ2 such that γ�γ1 � γ2 and h2(G2pγ2q, since we are missing the
resources associated with the maximum size (m ÞÑ max).

Definition 4.4 (Active fidelity) A curried assertion C is actively
faithful with respect to a mathland PCM W�pW, �,Uq, written
faithApC,Wq, if and only if for all mathland worldsw,w1, w2 PW ,
and all sets of actions A such that w1Aw2:

ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cqq � pw2 ( Cq
$ Dw1. wAw1 ^ w1 ¤ w ^ w2 ¤ w1 ^ pw1 ( Cq

As before, when W is clear from the context, we drop the second
argument and simply write faithApCq. Pleasingly, active fidelity
entails the spatial stability of spaceland implementations, as well
as the essential inversion property, without appealing to additional
constraints. We show that when C satisfies the separation property,
the local fidelity of C implies its active counterpart.

Lemma 4.3 (Active fidelity) Given a curried assertion C, math-
land world w, and set of actions A (proof in §C: Lemma C.5):

aq faithApCqñ inverpCq bq faithApCqñstablepw(♦AC, rAsCq
cq faithLpCq ^ seppCq ñ faithApCq

In §C (Lemma C.8) we show that G2 (Example 4.3) is actively
faithful with respect to the pre-graph PCM W�

γ . In general, even
though active fidelity is the most permissive of all, it is not always
trivial to show that an implementation is thus faithful since any
such attempt must account for all arbitrary sets of actions.This is
particularly difficult when the mathland composition allows sharing.
That is, two compatible mathland worlds may describe overlapping
parts of mathland as in the following example. Observe that in the
examples studied so far, the mathland composition is disjoint in that
two compatible worlds describe disjoint parts of mathland.

Example 4.4 Let Wγ�pWγ , ,Hq describe a graph PCM with
the component-wise composition operator �pY,Y ,Yq, and take
G1 of Example 4.2 as the implementation of mathland graphs.

With this overlapping mathland composition, G1 is not actively
faithful with respect to the graph PCM Wγ : let γ1, γ, h1, h2, h be
as defined in Example 4.2. Let γ3�H (empty graph), h3�pH,Hq
(empty heap pair), and take the reflexive, transitive, monotonic set
of actions A�tpγ1, γ1q, pγ, γq, pγ1,Hqu. Unfolding the G1 and
node predicates we have h ( G1pγq, h1(G1pγ1q and h3(G1pγ3q.
Taking away h1 from h then yields h2. As per definition of active
fidelity (since γ1Aγ3), we need to find a graph γ1 such that γ A γ1

and h2 ` h3 ( G1pγ
1q. However, h2 ` h3 does not correspond to

a valid graph since it has a dangling pointer to y missing from the
heap. We thus weaken the notion of fidelity once more to account
for a particular set of actions A. That is, fidelity can be established
per verification scenario with respect to the underlying set of actions.

Definition 4.5 (Contextual fidelity) A curried assertion C is con-
textually faithful with respect to a mathland PCM W�pW, �,Uq,

and a set of actions A, written faithCpC,W, Aq, iff for all mathland
worlds w,w1, w2 PW such that w1 A w2:

ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cqq � pw2 ( Cq
$ Dw1. wAw1 ^ w1 ¤ w ^ w2 ¤ w1 ^ pw1 ( Cq

When W is clear from the context, we simply write faithCpC,Aq. In
Lemma 4.4 we show that G1 is contextually faithful with respect to
the graph PCM Wγ (Example 4.4) and a particular class of actions.

Lemma 4.4 (G1 fidelity) The G1 implementation is contextually
faithful with respect to the graph PCM Wγ , and a set of actions A,
provided that A satisfies the following property where � denotes the
pre-graph composition defined above (proof in §C: Lemma C.9):

@γ1, γ2 PWγ .@γ PW�
γ .

γ1 A γ2 ^ pγ1�γq PWγ ñ pγ2�γq PWγ ^ pγ1�γqApγ2�γq

Observe that any set of actions that does not delete the nodes of
a graph satisfies the above property. Although this last form of
fidelity is the least powerful (it must be re-established for each A
separately), it is sufficient to derive the desired spatial stability of
spaceland implementations, as well as the inversion property. It
is trivial to show that contextual fidelity follows from its active
counterpart. We formalize these properties in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5 (Contextual fidelity) Given any curried assertion C,
mathland world w, and set of actions A (proof in §C: Lemma C.4):

aq faithCpCqñ inverpCq bq faithCpCqñstablepw(♦AC, rAsCq
cq faithApCqñ faithCpCq

5. Showcasing the Virtues of Fidelity
In this section we study three parallel algorithms and reason about
them using our framework. For each example, we provide a brief
overview of the algorithm, highlight the verification challenges it
poses, and focus on those aspects of our technique that aid our
reasoning. The full details of all three examples are given in §D-F.

Copying a directed acyclic graph in parallel (Appendix D)
The program in Fig. 5 makes a deep structure-preserving copy
of a dag (directed acyclic graph) concurrently. To do this, each
node in the original dag records the location of its copy in its copy
field when it exists (or 0 otherwise). A thread running copy_dag(x)
proceeds by first checking (atomically) if x has already been copied.
If that is the case, the thread aborts execution and returns the address
of its copy. On the other hand, if x has not been copied yet, the
thread allocates a new node y to serve as its copy and updates the
copy filed of x accordingly. It then proceeds to copy the left and
right sub-dags in parallel by spawning two new threads. At the
beginning of the initial call, all copy fields are 0; at the end of this
call, all dag nodes are copied to a new dag whose root is returned
by the algorithm. In the intermediate recursive calls however, parts
of the dag rooted at the argument are copied.

Unlike pmark in §3 where the graph structure was manipulated
in parallel by at most two threads at any one point (accounted
for by the red and blue tokens), in this example a new thread is
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1 struct node {struct node *c, *l, *r};

2 copy_dag(struct node *x){

3 struct node *l, *r, *ll, *rr, *y; bool b;

4 if (!x) return 0;

5 y= malloc(sizeof(struct node));

6 b = < CAS(x->c, 0, y) >;

7 if (b){

8 l= x->l; r= x->r;

9 ll= copy_dag(l) || rr= copy_dag(r)

10 < y->l = ll >; < y->r = rr >; return y;

11 } else{ dealloc(y, sizeof(struct node)); return x->c ; }

12 }

Figure 5: Code for copying dags concurrently (copy_dag).

spawned at every recursive call point. As such, we need a more
intricate share accounting mechanism to track the behavior of
each thread. To do this, we take our tokens as elements of the
tree share algebra in [DHA09]. We model our mathland dags as
elements of a non-discrete dag PCM Wδ�pWδ,  ,tHuq, with an
overlapping union composition operator  analogous to that of the
graph PCM Wγ given in example 4.4. This PCM allows for a more
natural curried assertion where (unlike that of graphs in §3) the heap
implementation of a sub-dag δ1 may be contained in that of δ2 when
the two dags are analogously comparable in mathland (δ1¤δ2). We
use an analogue of lemma 4.4 to establish the contextual fidelity of
our implementation with respect to Wδ without needing to carry the
node set as an explicit argument (cf. γ ( fgraphspSq in §3.5).

Speculative parallel Dijkstra’s shortest paths (Appendix E)
Grama et al. describe (in words) a method of using speculative
parallel decomposition to calculate the shortest paths from a des-
ignated source node to all other nodes in the (positively-weighted)
graph [GGKK03, §10.7.2]. Speculative parallelism refers to the
algorithmic technique of extracting additional parallelism in code
by “guessing” the results of certain subcomputations to allow later
dependent computations to proceed immediately in parallel with
them; if we later determine that the guess was wrong then we must
recalculate the dependent computations. Speculative decomposition
is useful in the context of shortest path algorithms because it allows
for more than one vertex to be processed simultaneously, rather than
simply the vertex with lowest cost. We have simplified and then
implemented their algorithm into the parallel-dijkstra program
given in Fig. 8 (§E). As far as we know, our example is the first
verification of an algorithm with speculative parallel decomposition.

Interestingly, although parallel-dijkstra is a graph algo-
rithm, it calls for an entirely different heap implementation than
those studied so far. In particular, as shown in the below excerpt,
a graph is implemented as an adjacency matrix m, recording the
weights associated with the edges, as well as a price array tracking
the cheapest cost (calculated so far) from the source node.

Gp. . . , γq
def
� Dm, p. � � � adjpm,γq � pricepp,γq � � � �

adjpm,γq
def
� �

iPγ
p �
jPγ

mrisrjs ÞÑ γmrisrjsq

pricepp,γq
def
� �

iPγ
pris ÞÑ γpris

Dijkstra’s concurrent garbage collector (Appendix F)
In Dijkstra’s concurrent garbage collection algorithm [DLM�75],
garbage is collected "on the fly" even as the program (called the
mutator) is concurrently running. The proof establishes in particular
that each collection cycle appends only garbage (i.e. memory cells
unreachable by the mutator) to the list of free cells, and does so
without impairing the mutator’s ability to function.

Thanks to our new framework, we are able to directly reuse
Gries’ invariants and proof [Gri77], despite the fact that we update
the code from Owicki’s variant of Algol [OG76] into C. We think
that our success in porting both his proof and his code provides

some evidence that our techniques are essentially language agnostic,
since all of the tricky bits take place in mathland. Spatial reasoning
is kept to a bare minimum: as in Gries’s setting, we assume that the
part of the memory reachable from the mutator is a binary graph
rooted at a fixed node root; a global array m is used to represent
the whole memory. These are represented using standard spatial
predicates, which provides some modest improvement over Gries’s
verification—e.g. we use separation logic to cleanly specify the
linked list of free cells. The pure predicates needed for the proof are
straightforward transcriptions of those described by Gries.

6. Conclusions, Related and Future Work
We have developed a proof method for reasoning about concurrent
algorithms using separation logic that enables extensive use of stan-
dard (i.e. not specialized to the verification community) algorithmic
reasoning. We apply our ideas to the concurrent verification logic
RGSep [Vaf07], extended with ghost state using techniques devel-
oped in more modern concurrent logics [NLSD14, RVG15, TDB13,
SB14, Fen09, DYDG�10]. We expect our ideas to be applicable
to many of these modern logics (and indeed sequential separation
logic for reasoning about sequential algorithms). These logics often
use some form of abstraction, such as concurrent abstract predi-
cates [DYDG�10], to hide implementation details from view. We
would like to integrate such predicate abstraction with our notion of
abstract algorithmic reasoning developed here.

There has been much work on reasoning about graph algo-
rithms and garbage collectors using separation logic. For sequen-
tial graph algorithms, Bornat et al. has presented some prelimi-
nary work on dags in [BCO04], Yang has studied the Schorr-Waite
graph algorithm [Yan01], Reynolds has conjectured how to reason
about dags [Rey03], and Hobor and Villard have proved how to
reason about dags using the theory of ramification [HV13]. We
have made critical use of some of the graph-related verification in-
frastructure developed in [HV13]. For concurrent graph algorithms,
Raad [RVG15], and Sergey et al. [SNB15] have reasoned about a
concurrent spanning tree algorithm, which incorporates the marking
algorithm studied here. The work in [SNB15] is probably the closest
to ours in that, for a specific example, they tie logical specifications
to program operations, resonating with our general definition of
fidelity. We believe we are the first to verify copy-dag, which is
known to be difficult, and parrellel-dijkstra, which we believe
is the first verification of an algorithm that uses speculative parallel
decomposition.

We are not aware of work on verifying a concurrent garbage
collector using separation logic. We are particularly pleased with our
verification of Dijkstra’s concurrent garbage collector which directly
imports Gries’ reasoning [Gri77] to separation logic reasoning.

There is an extensive literature on standard algorithmic reason-
ing about both sequential [CLRS09] and concurrent [GGKK03]
algorithms. Our proof method enables us to reason mainly in this
mathland world of algorithmic reasoning, only occasionally having
to dip our toes into the spaceland world of separation-logic rea-
soning. We have demonstrated this with four well-known example
algorithms. There are many more algorithms to explore!
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A. Auxiliary Proofs and Semantics
A.1 Modal Logic on Mathematical Rrepresentations
A predicate P judges worlds: P �W , or, equivalently, P : W ñ
T. Define forcing and entailment in the usual way:

w |ù P
def
� w P P or, equivalently, P pwq

P $ Q
def
� @w. pw |ù P q ñ pw |ù Qq

We often write P � Q for P %$ Q and $ P for J $ P .
Once we have predicates over worlds and relations between

them, we are compelled to define a multimodal logic via a standard
classical lift:
w |ù P ^Q

def
� pw |ù P q ^ pw |ù Qq

w |ù P _Q
def
� pw |ù P q _ pw |ù Qq

w |ù  P
def
�  pw |ù P q

w |ù P ñ Q
def
� pw1 |ù P q ñ pw1 |ù Qq

w |ù @x. P
def
� @x. pw ( P q px free in wq

w |ù Dx. P
def
� Dx. pw ( P q px free in wq

w |ù lAP
def
� @w1. wAw1 ñ w1 |ù P

w |ù ♦AP
def
� Dw1. wAw1 ^ w1 |ù P

We overload the logical symbols (^, etc.) for both the object- and
metalogic (above: object on the left, meta on the right). The other
operators (e.g., _,  A, @, D) follow the same pattern. Since A is
reflexive and transitive, we have a KT4 modal logic with axioms
lP $ P and lP $ llP . When A is clear from context we
sometimes omit it (lA, and ♦A) to reduce clutter.

A.2 Actions and Stability
Since we are in a KT4 logic, stability is equivalent to P � lAP
and thelA operator can be view as strengthening P until it is stable
under A; if P is already stable under A then lAP is just P .

Lemma A.1 (Compound stability)

(a) pP $ lA1YA2P q ô
�
pP $ lA1P q ^ pP $ lA2P q

�
(b)

�
pP $ lAP q ^ pQ $ lAQq

�
ñ

�
P dQ $ lApP dQq

�
In other words, (a) we can establish stability for P under a compound
action A1 YA2 component-wise (despite the RT closure involved);
and (b) from the stability of P andQ we gain the stability of P dQ,
where d is conjunction or disjunction (^, _). This “piecewise
stability” property also holds for quantifiers. We do not get stability
for free (b) over contravariant operators such asñ and  since our
lift is classical rather than intuitionistic; exploring that direction is a
possibility for future work.

A.3 Curried Logic (Special Case)
General semantics:

C1 , C2
def
� @w. pw ( C1q $SL pw ( C2q

C1 %, C2
def
� pC1 , C2q ^ pC2 , C1q

Pure connectives:

w ( J
def
� J

w ( K
def
� K

w ( C ^D
def
� pw ( Cq ^ pw ( Dq

w ( C _D
def
� pw ( Cq _ pw ( Dq

w (  C
def
�  pw ( Cq

w ( C ñ D
def
� pw ( Cq ñ pw ( Dq

Quantifiers:

w ( @x.C
def
� @x.w ( C px free in wq

w ( Dx.C
def
� Dx.w ( C px free in wq

Multimodal operators:

w ( lAC
def
� @w1. w A w1 ñ w1 ( C

w ( ♦AC
def
� Dw1. w A w1 ^ w1 ( C

Spatial connectives:

w ( C �D
def
� pw ( Cq � pw ( Dq

w ( C ��� D
def
� pw ( Cq ��� pw ( Dq

w ( C ��}� D
def
� pw ( Cq ��}� pw ( Dq

w ( C Y� D
def
� pw ( Cq Y� pw ( Dq

w ( �
¤
xPS

Cpxq
def
� �

¤
xPS

w ( Cpxq

Symbols on the left in Curried logic, symbols on right in separation
logic. The lift is classical so we do not quantify over actions A for
contravariant operators such asñ,  , and���.

A.4 Curried Logic (General case)

w ( J
def
� J

w ( K
def
� K

w ( C ^D
def
� pw ( Cq ^ pw ( Dq

w ( C _D
def
� pw ( Cq _ pw ( Dq

w (  C
def
�  pw ( Cq

w ( C ñ D
def
� pw ( Cq ñ pw ( Dq

w ( @x.C
def
� @x.w ( C px free in wq

w ( Dx.C
def
� Dx.w ( C px free in wq

w ( lAC
def
� @w1. w A w1 ñ w1 ( C

w ( ♦AC
def
� Dw1. w A w1 ^ w1 ( C

w ( C �D
def
� Dw1, w2. w � w1 � w2^

pw1 ( Cq � pw2 ( Dq

w ( C ��� D
def
� @w1. w7w1 ñ pw1 ( Cq ��� pw�w1 ( Dq

w ( C ��}� D
def
� Dw1. w7w1 ^ pw1 ( Cq ��}� pw�w1 ( Dq

w ( C Y� D
def
� Dw1, w2, w3. w � w1 � w2 � w3^

pw1 � w2 ( Cq Y� pw2 � w3 ( Dq

w ( �
¤

xPtx1,���,xnu

Cpxq
def
� Dw1, w2, w3. w � w1 � w2 � w3^

pw1�w2 ( Cpx1qq Y� pw2�w3 ( �
¤

xPtx2,���,xnu

Cpxqq

Symbols on the left in Curried logic, symbols on right in separation
logic. The lift is classical so we do not quantify over actions A for
contravariant operators such asñ,  , and���.

A.5 Globally Faithful Graphs

Lemma A.2 (fgraphspSq Fidelity) Given any set of vertices S,
fgraphspSq is globally faithful.

Proof We appeal to Lemma 4.7 in [HV13] and use the following
equivalent definition of graphspS, γq :

graphspS, γq ô �
xPS

nodepx, γq (11)

To establish the fidelity of fgraphspSq, we proceed as follows. Pick
an arbitrary set of vertices S, mathland graphs γ1�pV1,E1,L1q,
γ2�pV2,E2,L2q, and heap h such that

h ( pγ1 ( fgraphspSqq ��}� pγ2 ( fgraphspSqq (12)
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We are then required to show

h ( emp

γ1 � γ2

From 12 and the semantics of��}� we know there exists h1 such that

h1 ( pγ1 ( fgraphspSqq (13)
h` h1 ( pγ2 ( fgraphspSqq (14)

From (13), (14) and unfolding the definition of fgraphspSq we have

S � V1 � V2 (15)

and consequently from the definition of mathland graphs,

dompE1q � dompE2q ^ dompL1q � dompE2q (16)

On the other hand, unfolding the definition of fgraphspSq, from
(13), (14) and (11) we have:

h1�
à"

prxÞÑb,l,rs,rxÞÑt1,t2sq
x P S^
γ1pxq�ppb,pt1,t2qq,l,rq

*
(17)

h` h1�
à"

prx ÞÑb,l,rs,rx ÞÑt1,t2sq
x P S^
γ2pxq�ppb,pt1,t2qq,l,rq

*
(18)

Consequently, from (17) and (18) we can deduce that

h � pH,Hq (19)
@x P S.E1pxq � E2pxq ^ L1pxq � L2pxq (20)

since otherwise we could not find heaps h1 and h such that h` h1

is defined. Finally, from (15), (16), (19) and (20) we have

h ( emp

γ1 � γ2

as required. �

A.6 Tokens (Extended Example)

Example. We can see this protocol in action in Figure 2, which
shows four “snapshots” of the algorithm on a graph. Although we
have only seven nodes (n1–n7), the input is nontrivial, with cycles,
deep sharing, and many potential races due to the link structure.
We again indicate where each thread is currently working by the
appropriate letter in a star, and put letters inside the vertices to
indicate the token counts. In (i) the algorithm has just started with the
R thread responsible for n1 and R responsible for n2. The two threads
each mark their nodes and distribute their tokens to n3 and n4 before
proceeding to race to mark n3. In (ii), the R thread has won the race,
distributing tokens to n5 and n7; the B thread is about to discover
that n3 has already been marked. To reach (iii), the R thread then
continues marking n5, putting its token on its children (including
n1 as well as n5 itself due to the reflexive edge) and proceeds to
reexamine n1. In the meantime, the B thread has realized that n3 was
already marked, which terminated the first recursive call of cmark
(line 9) on n2’s left child n1 and has proceeded to the second such
call on n2’s right child n4. After marking n4, B distributed its tokens
to n4’s two children (who both happen to be n6), reaching the state
depicted in (iii). Finally, in (iv) R has realized that n1 has already
been marked and is unwinding the call stack to cmark n5’s right
child (who happens to be n5 as well). Meanwhile, B has marked n6
and proceeded on towards n7, leaving behind for now the secondary
obligation to revisit n6 until later when the call stack unwinds.
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n3 n4 
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Figure 6: Extended execution snapshots of cmark with responsibility
tokens.

Here we have calculate the responsibility sets Rpγ, vq for each
vertex v and graph γ depicted during the snapshots from Figure 2:

n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7
i tR,Bu tBu tR,Bu tR,Bu tR,Bu tR,Bu tR,Bu
ii H H H tR,Bu tRu tR,Bu tR,Bu
iii H H H H H tBu tR,Bu
iv H H H H H H tR,Bu

Notice several key points. First, responsibility sets represent “worst
case” liability; in (i) it is rather unlikely that B will mark n2, n3, n5,
and n1 before R does any work, but it is possible if the scheduler
is particularly unkind; in contrast, there is no way R will ever
mark n2. Second, responsibility sets monotonically shrink, and as
threads fulfil their joint obligations, they sometimes take individual
responsibility for some of the remaining tasks, as in (ii) with vertex
n5, which has been cut off from B by R’s marking of n3. Finally,
and most crucially: when a vertex’s responsibility set is empty then
that vertex is marked.

B. Separation Logic and RGSep
B.1 Separation Logic

Before proceeding with a brief overview of separation logic, we
remind the reader of the spaceland PCM defined in §4.

Definition B.1 (Spaceland PCM) The set of heaps H (partial
functions from addresses to values) forms a PCM, H�pH,Z, tHuq,
with the composition operator as the disjoint function union, and
the function with empty domain (H) as the single unit element.
Spaceland (low-level) objects are defined as pairs of heaps phc, hgq
in the PCM H2�pH2, pZ,Zq, tpH,Hquq, where hc denotes the
concrete heap, while hg captures the ghost heap.

We write h, h1, and so forth to range over H2 (i.e. h P H2). For
brevity, we write ` for pZ,Zq.
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We use the standard separation logic [Rey02] assertions defined
by the following grammar with the additional ghost heap cell
assertion that we will shortly describe.

SLAss Q P,Q ::� false | emp | x ÞÑv | xáãv | P ñ Q | Dx. P
| P �Q | P Y� Q | P ��� Q | P ��}� Q

The predicate emp describes the empty state; x ÞÑ v (resp. xáã v)
describe a heap (resp. a ghost heap) with a single location x mapped
to value v; P � Q is true of a state if it can be split into two
disjoint states that each satisfies one of the subformulas; P ��� Q is
true of a state where any extension with another, compatible state
satisfying P yields a state satisfying Q; P Y� Q (which is slightly
more exotic [Rey02]) is true of a state if it is the union of two
states, each satisfying one of the subformulas; formally, the state is
decomposed into three disjoint states, such that the composition of
the first two satisfies P and the composition of the last two satisfies
Q; and finally classical formulae have their standard semantics.

The assertions are often interpreted over a set of heaps. In this
paper, we interpret them over sets of heap pairs in the spaceland
PCM H2 defined above. The semantics of assertions are standard
and are interpreted by a forcing relation h, i (SL P (given below)
between a heap pair h and an interpretation of program and logical
variables i.
h, i (SL K never

phc, hgq, i (SL emp iff hc � H and hg � H

phc, hgq, i (SL x ÞÑ v iff hc � ripxq ÞÑ vs and hg � H

phc, hgq, i (SL xáã v iff hc � H and hg � ripxq ÞÑ vs

h, i (SL P ñ Q iff h, i (SL P implies h, i (SL Q

h, i (SL Dx. P iff Dv. h, ri | x : vs (SL P

h, i (SL P �Q iff Dh1, h2. h � h1 ` h2 and

h1, i (SL P and h2, i (SL Q

h, i (SL P Y� Q iff Dh1,h2,h3. h � h1 ` h2 ` h3 and

ph1`h2q,i (SLP and ph2`h3q,i (SLQ

h, i (SL P ��� Q iff @h1. h1, i (SL P and ph1 ` hq is defined

implies ph1 ` hq, i (SL Q

h, i (SL P ��}� Q iff Dh1. h1, i (SL P and ph1 ` hq is defined

and ph1 ` hq, i (SL Q

As a shorthand convenience, we define an iterative version of the
overlapping conjunction as follows.

�
¤
xPS

P pxq
def
� P pv1q Y� . . .Y� P pvnq where S � tv1, . . . , vnu

B.2 RGSep

RGSep is a concurrent program logic that marries rely/guarantee
reasoning and separation logic. A program state, pl, sq, consists of
two components: the local state l, and the shared state s, where l
and s are elements of a PCM, M � pM, �m,Uq, such that l �m s
is defined. In this paper, we take M to be the H2 PCM defined in§4
and repeated above in §B.1. Since l and s are elements of the H2

PCM, one can think of l and s as pairs of heaps in H2 such that l`s
is defined. That is, l�plc, lgq and s�psc, sgq where lc and sc denote
concrete heaps, while lg and sg describe ghost heaps. Composition
of two program states pl1, s1q, pl2, s2q is defined as follows:

pl1, s1q d pl2, s2q
def
�

$'&
'%
pl1 ` l2, s1q if s1 � s2 and

l1 ` l2 ` s1 is defined
undefined otherwise

The RGSep assertions are described by the following grammar
where the shaded assertions denote our extensions to the original

assertion language (and are missing from [Vaf07]).

SLAss Q P,Q ::� false | emp | xÞÑv | xáãv | P ñ Q | Dx. P
| P �Q | P Y� Q | P ��� Q | P ��}� Q

Ass Q p, q ::� P | P | p � q | p^ q | p_ q | @x. p | Dx. p

Local assertions, P,Q P SLAss are as defined in §B.1 and describe
the local state. That is a formula P is true if the local state satisfies
P . On the other hand, P is true if the shared state satisfies P ,
and connectives are interpreted similarly to the separation logic
assertions, where the composition of two states pl1, s1q, pl2, s2q is
given by the d operator defined above.

The semantics of assertions is identical to the one defined by
RGSep [Vaf07]: assertions are interpreted by a forcing relation
pl, sq, i ( p (given below) between a state pl, sq and an interpreta-
tion of program and logical variables i.

pl, sq, i ( P iff l, i (SL P

pl, sq, i ( P iff s, i (SL P

pl, sq, i ( p � q iff Dm1,m2. pl, sq � m1 dm2 and

m1, i ( p and m2, i ( q

pl, sq, i ( p^ q iff pl,sq, i ( p and pl,sq, i ( q

pl, sq, i ( p_ q iff pl,sq, i ( p or pl,sq, i ( q

pl, sq, i ( @x. p iff @v. pl, sq, ri | x : vs ( p

pl, sq, i ( Dx. p iff Dv. pl, sq, ri | x : vs ( p

where $SL denotes the standard separation logic semantics defined
in §B.1. The semantics of p � q is subtle: as per the d composition,
pl, sq ( p � q holds when the local state l can be split into two
parts l1 and l2 such that pl1, sq ( p and pl2, sq ( q. That is, � is
conjunctive on the shared state and is separative on the local state.

We encode RGSep as an instantiation of the Views frame-
work [DBG�13].2 We construct the parameters necessary and show
that the atomic rules of RGSep are sound with respect to the seman-
tics of Views. In doing so, we inherit the rule of consequence of the
Views framework shown below.

pV p1 tp1u C tq1u q1 V q

tpu C tqu
CONSEQ

In the premise of the rule, V denotes the semantic consequence
relation. That is, we write pV p1, when the set of low-level machine
states described by p are contained in that of p1. Put formally,

pV p1
def
ðñ tpu � tp1u

where t.u denotes the reification (erasure) of program states to low-
level machine states.

One of the benefits of encoding RGSep in the Views framework is
that the rule of CONSEQ above allows for update of ghost resources
without the need for explicit ghost instructions. In other words, we
define tpu to erase (ignore) the ghost heap, and thus tpu � tp1u
holds so long as the set of concrete heaps described by the left hand
side are contained in that of the right hand side. As such, ghost
heaps may be manipulated through an application of the CONSEQ
rule. In particular, when manipulating the shared state in atomic
sections, the ghost component of the shared state may be updated in
accordance with the guarantee.

C. Proof Admissibility and Auxiliary Lemmata
C.1 Admissibility of Proof Rules

Proof (FAITHFUL PARALLEL)
Assume that the premises of FAITHFUL PARALLEL hold and observe

2 Please see http://popl.soundandcomplete.org/rgsep.pdf
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that

♦RS $ ♦RYG2S ♦RS $ ♦RYG1S (21)

Let P and Q denote the pre- and post-conditions of the conclusion,
respectively. That is,

P � pw( ♦RS ^ P q � P1 � P2

Q � Dw1. pw1( ♦RS ^Q1 ^Q2q �Q3 �Q4

Similarly, let PL, PR, QL and QR denote the pre- and post-
conditions of the premises, respectively. That is,

PL � pw( ♦RYG2S ^P q �P1

PR � pw( ♦RYG1S ^P q �P2

QL � Dw
1
1. pw

1
1( ♦RYG2S ^Q1q �Q3

QR � Dw
1
2. pw

1
2( ♦RYG1S ^Q2q �Q4

A proof derivation of the FAITHFUL PARALLEL is given below.

rRYG2sS , rG1sS $ tPLu C1 tQLu
krRYG1sS , rG2sS $ tPRu C2 tQRu

rRsS , rG1YG2sS $ tPL�PRu C1||C2 tQL�QRu
PARALLEL

rRsS , rG1YG2sS $ tP u C1||C2 tQu
CONSEQ

We are then required to show the application of the CONSEQ rule
was justified; that is,

P ñ PL � PR QL �QR ñ Q

To show QL �QR ñ Q, we proceed as follows

QL ô Dw1, w
1
1. w

1
1pRYG2qw1 ^ pw1 ( S ^ w1

1 ( Q1q �Q3

QR ô Dw2, w
1
2. w

1
2pRYG1qw2 ^ pw2 ( S ^ w1

2 ( Q2q �Q4

Since Q1 and Q2 are stable under RYG2 and RYG1, respectively
(in the premise we have Q1 , lRYG2Q1 and Q2 , lRYG1Q2),
we can rewrite the above as

QL ô Dw1. pw1 ( S ^ w1 ( Q1q �Q3

QR ô DwR. pw2 ( S ^ w2 ( Q2q �Q4

Composing QL and QR we get

QL �QR ô Dw1, w2.

�
pw1 ( Sq ^ pw2 ( Sq^
pw1 ( Q1q ^ pw2 ( Q2q



�Q3 �Q4

p�q
ô Dw1, w2.

�
pw1 ( Sq ^ pw2 ( Sq^
pw1 ( Q1q ^ pw2 ( Q2q



�Q3 �Q4

^ w1 � w2

ñ Dw1. pw1 ( S ^ pw1(Q1q ^ pw
1(Q2qq �Q3 �Q4

ñ Dw1. pw1 ( S ^Q1 ^Q2q �Q3 �Q4

ñ Dw1. pw1 ( ♦RS ^Q1 ^Q2q �Q3 �Q4

Where (*) follows from the inversion property of S (since S is
faithful). To show P ñ P1 � P2 we proceed as follows.

P ñ pw( ♦RS ^ P q � pw( ♦RS ^ P q � P1 � P2

p21q
ñ ♦RYG2S ^ P q � pw( ♦R|cupG1S ^ P q � P1 � P2

ñ PL � PR

as required. �

Proof (FAITHFUL ATOMIC)
Assume that the premises of FAITHFUL ATOMIC hold and let P and
Q denote the pre- and post-conditions of the conclusion, respectively.
That is,

P � pw0( ♦RS ^ P1q � P2

Q � Dw1. pw1( ♦RS ^Q1q �Q2

Similarly, let P0, Q0 denote the pre- and post-conditions of the
premises and let Q3 be defined as follows.

P0 � pw1 ( S ^ P1q � P2

Q3 � Dw
1. pw1 ( Sq rGsS pw

1 ( Sq ^ pw1 ( S ^Q1q �Q2

Q0 � Dw
1. w1 G w1 ^ pw1 ( S ^Q1q �Q2

Finally take P 1, P 2 and Q1 be

P 1 � Dw1. pw1( S ^ P1q � P2

P 2 � pw1( S ^ P1q � P2

Q1 � Dw1. pw1 ( S ^Q1q �Q2

A proof derivation of the FAITHFUL ATOMIC is given below.

$SL tP0u C tQ0u

$SL tP0u C tQ3u

rRsS , rGsS $ tP 2u   C ¡ tQ1u
ATOM

rRsS , rGsS $ tP 1u   C ¡ tQ1u
EXISTS

rRsS , rGsS $ tP u   C ¡ tQu
CONSEQ

We are then required to show the application of the CONSEQ rule
was justified; that is,

P ñ P 1 Q1 ñ Q

Observe that since P1 is stable under R (in the premise we have
P1 ,lRP1), for any w3, w4 we have:

pw3 ( P q ^ w3 R w4 implies pw4 ( P q (22)

To show P ñ P 1 we proceed as follows:

P ñ Dw1. w0 R w1 ^ pw1 ( S ^ w0 ( P1q � P2

p22q
ñ Dw1. w0 R w1 ^ pw1 ( S ^ w1 ( P1q � P2

ñ Dw1. w0 R w1 ^ pw1 ( S ^ P1q � P2

ñ Dw1. pw1 ( S ^ P1q � P2

Observe that since R is reflexive we have

pw ( Sq $ pw ( ♦RSq (23)

Thus, Q1 ñ Q follows immediately from (23), as required. �

C.2 Auxiliary Fidelity Lemmata

Lemma C.1

P $ P � ppP ��}� P q ^ empq (24)
P $ P � pP ��}� P q (25)

Proof In order to prove (24), it suffices to show that for all heaps
h, if h ( P , then h ( P � ppP ��}� P q ^ empq. Pick an arbitrary
h such that

h ( P (26)

Let e denote the unit element of the heap monoid, namely the empty
heap. From semantics of emp we then know e ( emp and thus from
(26) and properties of the heap monoid unit we know h` e ( P .
From (26), the semantics of ��}� and since h ` e ( P we have
e ( P ��}� P . Moreover, since e ( emp, by the semantics of
^ we have e ( pP ��}� P q ^ emp. Consequently, from (26) and
the semantics of � we have h ` e ( P � ppP ��}� P q ^ empq.
Finally, since e denotes the unit element of the heap monoid we
have h ( P � ppP ��}� P q ^ empq as required.
The proof of (25) is analogous and is omitted here. �

Lemma C.2

pP ^ P 1q ��}� pQ^Q1q $ P ��}� Q
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Proof It suffices to show that for all heaps h, if h ( pP ^P 1q ��}�
pQ^Q1q, then h ( P ��}� Q. Pick an arbitrary h such that

h ( pP ^ P 1q ��}� pQ^Q1q (27)

By the semantics of��}� and ^ we know

Dh1. h1 ( P and h1 ( P 1 and h` h1 ( Q and h` h1 ( Q1

That is,
Dh1. h1 ( P and h` h1 ( Q

Consequently, from the semantics of��}� we have h ( P ��}� Q as
required. �

Lemma C.3 (Global fidelity) Given a mathland PCM W� pW, �
,Uq, mathland object w PW , a spaceland implementation C, and
actions A:

faithGpCq ñ inverpCq (28)
faithGpCq ñ stableppw ( ♦ACq, rAsCq (29)

Proof To prove (29), we need to show that for each action
P  Q P rAsC , pP ��}� pw ( ♦ACqq � Q $ pw ( ♦ACq. That
is, for all w1 and w2 such that w1 A w2,

ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( ♦ACqq � pw2 ( Cq $ pw ( ♦ACq

We proceed as follows:

ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( ♦ACqq � pw2 ( Cq

$ Dw1. w A w1 ^
�
pw1 ( Cq ��}� pw1 ( Cq

�
� pw2 ( Cq

$ Dw1
1. w A w1 ^ pw1 � w1 ^ empq � pw2 ( Cq (30)

$ w A w1 ^ pw2 ( Cq

$ w A w2 ^ pw2 ( Cq (31)
$ pw ( ♦ACq

where (30: C is globally faithful), (31: transitivity of A).
To prove (28), we pick arbitrary mathland objects w1, w, and heap
h such that

faithGpCq (32)
h ( pw1 ( Cq ^ pw ( Cq (33)

We are then required to show

w1 � w (G1)
h ( pw ( Cq (G2)

We can immediately dispatch (G2) from (33) and the semantics of
^. On the other hand, from (33) and Lemma C.1 we have
h ( ppw1 ( Cq ^ pw ( Cqq

� pppw1 ( Cq^pw ( Cqq ��}� ppw1 ( Cq^pw ( Cqqq

thus from the semantics of ^ and Lemma C.2 we have

h ( pw ( Cq � ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cqq

From the semantics of � we then know there exists h1 and h2 such
that h � h1 ` h2; h1 ( pw ( Cq and

h2 ( pw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cq

Consequently, from (32) and the definition of global fidelity we have
w1 � w, and can thus dispatch (G1) as required. �

Lemma C.4 (Contextual fidelity) Given a mathland PCM W�
pW, � ,Uq, mathland object w P W , a spaceland implementation
C, and actions A:

faithCpC,Aq ñ inverpCq (34)
faithApCq ñ faithCpC,Aq (35)

faithCpC,Aq ñ stableppw ( ♦ACq, rAsCq (36)

Proof To prove (34), we pick arbitrary mathland objects w1, w P
W , and heap h such that

faithCpCq (37)
h ( pw1 ( Cq ^ pw ( Cq (38)

We are then required to show

w1 � w (G1)
h ( pw ( Cq (G2)

We can dispatch (G2) from (38) and the semantics of ^. On the
other hand, from (38) and Lemma C.1 we have

h ( ppw1 ( Cq ^ pw ( Cqq �
pppw1 ( Cq^pw ( Cqq ��}� ppw1 ( Cq^pw ( Cqqq

thus from the semantics of ^ and Lemma C.2 we have

h ( pw1 ( Cq � ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cqq

and consequently from (37), the definition of contextual fidelity and
the reflexivity of A we know there exists w2 such that

w � w1 � w2 (39)

Similarly, from (38), the semantics of ^ and Lemma C.1 we have

h ( pw ( Cq � ppw ( Cq ��}� pw1 ( Cqq

and thus from (37), the definition of contextual fidelity and reflexiv-
ity of A we know there exists w3 such that

w1 � w � w3 (40)

From (39) and (40) we have

w � w � w3 � w2

and consequently from the properties of the mathland objects
monoid we know

w2 P U and w3 P U
From (39) we then have w � w1 and can thus dispatch (G2) as
required.
The proof of part (35) is immediate from the definitions of active
and contextual fidelity.
To prove (36), we need to show that for each action P  Q P rAsC ,
pP ��}� pw ( ♦ACqq � Q $ pw ( ♦ACq. That is, for all w1 and
w2 such that w1 A w2,

ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( ♦ACqq � pw2 ( Cq $ pw ( ♦ACq

We proceed as follows:

ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( ♦ACqq � pw2 ( Cq

$Dw2. w A w2 ^
�
pw1 ( Cq ��}� pw2 ( Cq

�
� pw2 ( Cq

$Dw1, w2. wAw2 ^ w2Aw1 ^ pw1 ( Cq (41)

$Dw1. wAw1 ^ pw1 ( Cq (42)
$pw ( ♦ACq

where (41: C is contextually faithful), and (42: transitivity of A). �

Lemma C.5 (Active fidelity) Given a mathland PCM W� pW, �
,Uq, mathland object w PW , a spaceland implementation C, and
actions A:

faithApCq ñ inverpCq (43)
faithLpCq ^ seppCq ñ faithApCq (44)

faithApCq ñ stableppw ( ♦ACq, rAsCq (45)
Proof The proofs of parts (43) and (45) are immediate from
Lemma C.4: contextual fidelity implies active fidelity (from 35)
which entails the desired properties (from 34 and 36).
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To prove (44), we need to show that if C is locally faithful
(faithLpCq), and satisfies the separation property (seppCq), then for
all mathland objects w,w1, w

1
1, and all actions A

w1 A w1
1 ^ ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cqq � pw1

1 ( Cq
$

Dw2. w � w1 � w2 ^ pw
1
1 � w2 ( Cq

We proceed as follows:

w1 A w1
1 ^ ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cqq � pw1

1 ( Cq

$Dw2. w1 A w1
1 ^ w � w1�w2 ^ pw2 ( Cq � pw1

1 ( Cq (46)

$Dw2. w1 A w1
1 ^ w � w1�w2 ^ pw2 � w

1
1 ( Cq (47)

$Dw2. w A pw1
1�w2q ^ pw

1
1 � w2 ( Cq (48)

$Dw1. w A w1 ^ w1
1 ¤ w1 ^ pw1 ( Cq

where (46: C is locally faithful), (47: C satisfies the separation
property) and (48: monotonicity of A). �

Lemma C.6 (Local fidelity) Given a mathland PCM W� pW, �
,Uq, mathland object w PW , a spaceland implementation C, and
actions A:

faithLpCq ñ inverpCq (49)
faithLpCq ^ seppCq ñ stableppw ( ♦ACq, rAsCq (50)

Proof The proof of part (50) follows immediately from Lemma
C.5 (from parts 44 and 45).
To prove (49), we pick arbitrary mathland objects w1, w PW , and
heap h such that

faithLpCq (51)
h ( pw1 ( Cq ^ pw ( Cq (52)

We are then required to show

w1 � w (G1)
h ( pw ( Cq (G2)

We can immediately dispatch (G2) from (52) and the semantics of
^. On the other hand, from (52) and Lemma C.1 we have

h ( ppw1 ( Cq ^ pw ( Cqq �
pppw1 ( Cq^pw ( Cqq ��}� ppw1 ( Cq^pw ( Cqqq

thus from the semantics of ^ and Lemma C.2 we have

h ( pw1 ( Cq � ppw1 ( Cq ��}� pw ( Cqq

and consequently from (51) and the definition of local fidelity we
know there exists w2 such that

w � w1 � w2 (53)

Similarly, from (52), the semantics of ^ and Lemma C.1 we have

h ( pw ( Cq � ppw ( Cq ��}� pw1 ( Cqq

and thus from (51) and the definition of local fidelity we know there
exists w3 such that

w1 � w � w3 (54)

From (53) and (54) we have

w � w � w3 � w2

and consequently from the properties of the mathland objects
monoid we know

w2 P U and w3 P U

From (53) we then have w � w1 and can thus dispatch (G2) as
required. �

In the following lemmas, for any two sets A and B we write AKB
when AXB � H. Similarly, for any two functions f, g : Aá B,
we write gKf when dompgq X dompfq � H; and write g � f to
denote

dompgq � dompfq ^ @x P dompgq. fpxq � gpxq

Finally, we define function difference as follows when g � f .

pfzgqpxq�

#
fpxq if x P pdompfqzdompgqq
undefined otherwise

Lemma C.7 (G1 fidelity) The heap implementation of mathland
graphs G1 is locally faithful with respect to the pre-graph PCM
pΓ�, �,Hq.
Proof Pick arbitrary mathland pre-graphs γ1�pV1, E1, L1q and
γ2�pV2, E2, L2q and an arbitrary heap h such that

h ( pγ1(G1q ��}� pγ2(G1q (55)

We are then required to show

Dγ. γ2 � γ1 � γ ^ h(pγ(G1q (56)

From (55) and the semantics of ��}� we know there exists a heap
h1 such that h1(pγ1(G1q and h` h1 ( pγ2(Gq. Unfolding the
definition of G1, we know

h1�`xPγ1

�
rxÞÑm,l,rs,rx ÞÑt1,t2s where γ1pxq�pm,t1,t2q,l,r

	
V1 � V2 ^ E1 � E2 ^ L1 � L2

since otherwise we cannot find heaps h1(pγ1(G1q and h `
h1 ( pγ2(Gq. We thus take γ�pV2zV1, E2zE1, L2zL1q. From
the definition of � we have

γ1 � γ � γ2 (57)

From the definitions of γ and ` we then have

h�`xPγ
�
rxÞÑm,l,rs,rx ÞÑt1,t2s where γpxq�pm,t1,t2q,l,r

	
Consequently, we have

h ( pγ(Gq (58)

and thus from (57) and (58) we can dispatch (56) as required. �

Lemma C.8 (G2 fidelity) The heap implementation of mathland
graphs G2 is actively faithful with respect to the pre-graph PCM
pΓ�, �,Hq.
Proof Pick arbitrary mathland pre-graphs γ1�pV1, E1, L1q,
γ2�pV2, E2, L2q, γ�pV,E, Lq, actions A, and heap h such that

γ1 A γ2 (59)
h ( ppγ1(G2q ��}� pγ(G2qq � pγ2(G2q (60)

We are then required to show

Dγ2. γ A γ2 ^ γ1 ¤ γ ^ γ2 ¤ γ2 ^ h(pγ2(G2q (61)

From (60) and the semantics of � and��}� we know there exists h1,
h2 and h1 heaps such that

h2 ` h
1 � h (62)

h2 ( pγ2(G2q (63)
h1 ( pγ1(G2q (64)

h1 ` h
1 ( pγ(G2q (65)

From (64) and unfolding the definition of G2 we know there exists
m and hm such that hm�prm ÞÑ maxs,Hq and that

h1�`xPγ1

�
rx ÞÑm,l,rs,rxÞÑt1,t2s where γ1pxq�pm,t1,t2q,l,r

	
`hm

V1 � V ^ E1 � E ^ L1 � L
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since otherwise we cannot find heaps h1, h1 such that h1(pγ1(G1q
and h1 ` h1(pγ(Gq. We thus take γ1�pV zV1,EzE1,LzL1q and
thus from the definition of � we have

γ1 � γ
1 � γ (66)

From (65), unfolding the definition of G2, and from the definitions
of γ, γ1, γ2 and ` we know

h1�`xPγ1
�
rx ÞÑm,l,rs,rxÞÑt1,t2s where γ1pxq�pm,t1,t2q,l,r

	
Similarly, from (63) we know

h2�`xPγ2

�
rx ÞÑm,l,rs,rx ÞÑt1,t2s where γ2pxq�pm,t1,t2q,l,r

	
`hm

On the other hand, we know

pV zV1qKV2 ^ pEzE1qKE2 ^ pLzL1qKL2

since otherwise we could not find heaps h1 and h2 such that h2 `
h1 � h. We thus take γ2�ppV zV1q Z V2,pEzE1q ZE2,pLzL1q Z
L2q.and consequently by construction we have:

γ2 � γ
1 � γ2 (67)

Consequently, from (62) and the definitions of h2,h
1,γ1,γ2 we have

h ( pγ2 ( G2q (68)

From (59), (66), (67) and monotonicity of A we have:

γ A γ2 (69)

and thus from (66), (67), (68) and (69) we can dispatch (61) as
required. �

Lemma C.9 (G1 fidelity) The heap implementation of G1 is con-
textually faithful with respect to the graph PCM pΓ, ,Hq, and
actions A, provided that A satisfies the following property:

@γ1, γ2 P Γ.@γ P Γ�.
γ1Aγ2 ^ γ1�γ P Γ ñ γ2�γ P Γ^ pγ1�γqApγ2�γq

(70)

Proof Pick arbitrary mathland graphs γ1�pV1,E1,L1q, γ2�pV2,
E2,L2q, γ�pV ,E,Lq, actions A, and heap h such that

γ1Aγ2 (71)
h ( ppγ1(G1q ��}� pγ(G1qq � pγ2(G1q (72)

We are then required to show

Dγ2. γ A γ2 ^ γ1 ¤ γ ^ γ2 ¤ γ2 ^ h(pγ2(G1q (73)

From (72) and the semantics of � and��}� we know there exists h1,
h2 and h1 heaps such that

h2 ` h
1 � h (74)

h2 ( pγ2(G1q (75)
h1 ( pγ1(G1q (76)

h1 ` h
1 ( pγ(G1q (77)

From (76) and unfolding the definition of G1 we know

h1�`xPγ1

�
rxÞÑm,l,rs,rxÞÑt1,t2s where γ1pxq�pm,t1,t2q,l,r

	
V1 � V ^ E1 � E ^ L1 � L

since otherwise we cannot find heaps h1, h1 such that h1(pγ1(G1q
and h1 ` h1(pγ(G1q. We thus take γ1�pV zV1,EzE1,LzL1q (a
pre-graph) and thus from the definition of � and  we have

γ1 � γ
1 � γ ^ γ1  γ � γ (78)

We take γ2�γ2 � γ
1. From (70), (71) and (78) we know γ2 P Γ and

that

γ A γ2 (79)

On the other hand , from the definitions of γ2 and  we have

γ2  γ
2 � γ2 (80)

From (74) and the definitions of h2,h
1,γ1,γ2 we have

h ( pγ2 ( G2q (81)

and thus from (78), (79), (80) and (81) we can dispatch (73) as
required. �

D. Copying Dags
The program in Fig. 5 makes a deep structure-preserving copy of
a directed acyclic graph concurrently as described in §5. We now
proceed with the details of reasoning about this algorithm.

Tokens Recall that in the pmark example of §3, at any one point
the graph structure was manipulated in parallel by two threads
accounted for by the red and blue tokens. However, in this example
a new thread is spawned at every recursive call point and as such, we
need a more intricate mechanism to track the behavior of each thread.
In particular, our token mechanism must be able to 1) distinguish
one token from another; 2) create two distinct sub-tokens given any
token, to reflect the spawning of new threads at recursive call points;
and 3) model a parent-child relationship to discern the spawner
thread from the sub-thread.

We model our tokens as elements of the tree share algebra
in [DHA09] where a token π P T is a tree with exactly one 
leaf in its canonical representation (e.g. ,� ,

 � �
; but not

 � 
). We model the parent-child relation by the � ordering

and write π � π1 (resp. �) when π1 is an ancestor (resp. strict
ancestor) of π with the � ordering defined below. Finally, we write
π � π1 for  pπ � π1q to denote that π1 is not an ancestor of π.

π � π1 � Dπ2. π ` π2 � π1

π � π1 � π � π1 ^ π � π1

π � π1 �  Dπ2. π ` π2 � π1

Any token π can be split to create two distinct tokens π.l and π.r de-
fined below where π.l`π.r�π. We write π'π1 to denote replacing
the  leaf of π with π1. For instance, � '  ���  �

.

π.l � π '  � π.r � π ' � 

Each token is associated with at most one thread. We refer to the
thread associated with token π as thread π. Lastly,  is the maximal
element of the tree share model. That is @π P T π � . . As such,
the top-level thread is associated with the  token, since all other
threads are its sub-threads and are subsequently spawned through
him or his descendants.

Mathematical dags Similar to the mathematical graphs, our
mathland dags δ PWδ are triples of pV,E, Lq with the vertices V ,
edge function E, and label function L defined as in §3. As before,
we write e.g. δ.V to project out the various components of δ; and
write δpvq for pLpvq, Epvq.1, Epvq.2q when v P V . Congruence is
defined analogously when two dags δ and δ1 have the same vertices
and edges. That is,

δ � δ1
def
� δ.V�δ1.V ^ δ.E�δ1.E

We define our mathland objects as elements of a double-dag
PCM pδ, δ1q P Wδ2�ppWδ�Wδq, pδ, δq, tpH,Hquq, where
pWδ�Wδq describes pairs of dags corresponding to the target dag
and its copy; δ�pY,Y,Yq denotes an overlapping dag composition
operator defined component-wise, andH describes an empty dag.

To reason about dag_copy, we choose V�addr. In this example,
each node x of the target dag can be in one of following three stages:
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1. x is not visited by any thread yet and thus its copy field is 0.

2. x has already been visited by a thread, a copy node y has been
allocated, and the copy field of x has been accordingly updated
to y. However, the edges of y have not been directed correctly.
That is, the thread copying x has not yet finished executing
line 10.

3. x has been copied and the edges of its copy have been updated
accordingly.

To reflect the different stages a node goes through, we define
the labels as D�ppaddrZ t0uq � PpT q � pT Z t0uqq. The first
component records the copy information (the address of the copy
when in stage 2 or 3; 0 when in stage 1). Similar to the pmark
example, the second component denotes the (ghost) promise set of
the node and tracks the tokens of those threads that are yet to visit
it. The third component is also a ghost component and is used to
reflect the stage of the node: 0 in stage 1, some π in stage 2, and 0
in stage 3. That is, when the node is being processed by thread π,
this third component reflects the thread’s token. We write δpxq.c,
δpxq.t and δpxq.p for the first, second, and third projections of x’s
label, respectively. We write x δ

 0 y to describe the reachability-
along-a-white-path relation as follows. As before, we write δ

 
�

0 to
describe the reflexive transitive closure of δ

 0.

x
δ
 0 y

def
� x

δ
 y ^ δpxq.c � 0^ δpyq.c � 0

The lifetime of a node x with label pc, T, pq can be described as
follows. Initially, x is in stage 1 (c�0, p�0). When thread π visits x,
it creates a copy node y and takes x to stage 2 (c�y, p�π). In doing
so, it removes its token π from the promise set T , and adds π.l and
π.r to the promise sets of its left and right children, respectively (see
action A1

π below). Once thread π finishes executing line 10, it takes
x to stage 3 (c�y, p�0) - see actions A2

π and A3
π below. If another

thread π1 then visits x when it is in stage 2 or 3, it removes its token
π1 from the promise set T , leaving the node stage unchanged (action
A4
π below).

Actions We define three families of actions, each of which in-
dexed by a token π. The first set of actions, A1

π , describes the action
of thread π in taking a node from stage 1 to stage 2.

L1pxq�p0,TZtπu,0q E1pxq�pl,rq L1plq�pcl, Tl, plq
L1prq�pcr,Tr,prq L3�rx ÞÑpy,T ,πqsL1 L4�rl ÞÑcl,TlZtπ.lu,plsL3

E1
2�E2Zry ÞÑp0,0qs V 1

2�V2Ztyu L11�rr ÞÑcr,TrZtπ.ru,prsL4

L12�L2 Z ry ÞÑp0,H,πqsL2�
pV1,E1,L1q,pV2,E2,L2q

�
A1
π

�
pV1,E1,L11q,pV

1
2 ,E

1
2,L

1
2q
�

The next two family of actions corresponds to the execution of
atomic commands in line 10 by thread π. Once thread π has finished
executing line 10 (and has updated the edges of y), it takes x to
stage 3.

L1pxq�py, T, πq E1pxq�pl,�q L1plq.c�l1 l1 �� 0
L2pyq�p0,H,πq E2pyq�p�, rq E1

2�ry ÞÑ pl1, rqsE2�
pV1,E1,L1q,pV2,E2,L2q

�
A2
π

�
pV1,E1,L1q,pV2,E1

2,L2q
�

L1pxq�py, T, πq E1pxq�p�,rq L1prq.c�r1 r1 �� 0
L11�rx ÞÑ py, T, 0qsL1 E2pyq�pl,�q E1

2�ry ÞÑ pl, r1qsE2

L2pyq�p0,H,πq L12�ry ÞÑp0,H,0qsL2�
pV1,E1,L1q,pV2,E2,L2q

�
A3
π

�
pV1,E1,L11q,pV2,E1

2,L
1
2q
�

Finally, the last set of actions describes the case where node x has
already been visited by another thread (it is in stage 2 or 3 and thus
its copy field is non-zero). Thread π then proceeds by removing its
token from x’s promise set.

Lpxq�py, T Z tπu, pq y �� 0 p �� 0 L1�rx ÞÑ py, T, pqsL

ppV,E, Lq, δ1q A4
π ppV,E, L

1q, δ1q

We write Aπ to denote the actions associated with thread π. Given
any set of tokens T , we write AT for the actions corresponding to
the tokens in T . For instance, AT describes the actions of all tokens.
Lastly, we define the overall set of actions for copying dags, Ac, as
the reflexive transitive closure of actions of all tokens.

Aπ
def
� A1

πYA
2
πYA

3
πYA

4
π AT

def
�
¤
πPT

Aπ Ac
def
� pAT q

�

We then define the guarantee and rely relations associated with a
thread as follows.

Gπ
def
� tAπ1 | π

1 � πu Rπ
def
� tAπ1 | π

1 � πu

Invariants Recall that a mathland object pδ, δ1q describes the
target dag δ and its copy δ1. Throughout the execution of dag_copy,
pδ, δ1q satisfies the invariant Invc described below.

pδ, δ1q ( Invcô@x P δ. Dx1.δpxq.c � x1^icpx,x1,δ,δ1q

icpx, x1, δ, δ1q
def
� px1 � 0^ Dy. δpyq.t �� H ^ y

δ
 

�

0 xq
_px1 �� 0^ x1 P δ1^Dπ. δpxq.p�tπuq

_

�
��
x1 �� 0^ x1 P δ1 ^ Dl, r, l1, r1.
δpxq � px1, l, r,�,Hq
^δ1px1q.l � l1 ^ icpl, l1, δ, δ1q
^δ1px1q.r � r1 ^ icpr, r1, δ, δ1q

�
�

Informally, the invariant asserts that a node x of the original dag δ
is in one of the three stages described above. Either the node is not
copied yet (stage 1), in which case there is a path from a node y with
a non-empty promise set to x, ensuring that the node will eventually
be visited. Alternatively, the node is currently being processed (in
stage 2) and the third component of the label reflects the token of the
processing node. Finally, the node has been processed completely
(stage 3) and thus its children also satisfy the invariant.

The pre-condition of dag_copy (Ppx, πq below) asserts that the
node being copied (x) has token π in its promise set meaning that π
has an obligation to visit x (first conjunct). Recall that each token
uniquely identifies a thread and thus the descendants of π correspond
to the sub-threads subsequently spawned by thread π. As such, the
pre-condition asserts that none of the strict descendants of π can be
found anywhere in the promise sets (second conjunct) and π itself
is only in the promise set of x (third conjunct). Similarly, neither π
nor its descendants have yet processed any nodes (last conjunct).

pδ,δ1q ( Ppx,πq ô px�0_ π P δpxq.tq ^ @π1.@y P δ.
pπ1Pδpyq.t ñ π1�πq^px��y ñ πRδpyq.tq
^pδpyq.p�π1 ñ π1 � πq

Finally, the post condition (Qpx, y, πq) asserts that x has been
copied and its copy is at address y. None of the descendants of
π (including π itself) can be found in the promise sets. Similarly, π
and all his descendants must have finished processing their charges
and thus cannot correspond to the process field of any node.

pδ,δ1q(Qpx,y,πq ô px�0_pδpxq.c�y^y Pδ1qq^@π1.@z P δ.
π1 P δpzq.t_ δpzq.p�π1 ñ π1 � π

Observe that when the top level thread (associated with ) executing
copy_dag(x) terminates, Qpx, ret, q entails that no tokens can be
found anywhere in δ since  is the maximal token and all other
tokens are its descendants (i.e. @π. π � ). As such, Qpx, ret, q
together with Invc entails that all nodes in δ have been correctly
copied into δ1 (as per the third disjunct of picpx, ret, δ, δ1qq.

Lemma D.1 (Invc stability) For all mathland objects pδ,δ1q, the
mathland invariant pδ,δ1q(Invc is stable with respect to Ac.

ppδ, δ1q ( Invcq $ lAcppδ, δ
1q ( Invcq

Spaceland implementation We implement a mathland object
pδ, δ1q in the heap through the icdag (in-copy) predicate as two
disjoint (�-separated) dags. Each dag is implemented as a collection
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of nodes in the heap. A node is represented as three adjacent cells in
the heap together with two additional cells in the ghost heap. The
cells in the heap track the addresses of the copy (c), and left (l) and
right (r) children, respectively; while the ghost locations are used to
track the promise set (T ) and the processing token (p).

pδ, δ1q ( icdagô dagpδq � dagpδ1q dagpδq
def
� �xPδ nodepx, δq

nodepx, δq
def
�Dl,r,c,T ,p. δpxq�c,T ,p,l,r ^ xÞÑc,l,r � xáãT ,p

In Lemma D.2 we show that the icdag predicate is contextually
faithful with respect to the actions described in Ac.

Lemma D.2 (icdag fidelity) The dag implementation icdag is con-
textually faithful with respect to the double dag PCM Wδ2 and
actions AT .

Proof It suffices to show that for all heaps h, i P t1,2,3,4u, π P T ,
δ1�pV1,E1,L1q, δ2�pV2,E2,L2q, δ�pV ,E,Lq, δ11�pV 1

1 ,E
1
1,L

1
1q,

δ12�pV
1
2 , E

1
2,L

1
2q, δ1�pV 1,E1,L1q, w1�pδ1,δ

1
1q,w2�pδ2,δ

1
2q and

w�pδ,δ1q such that w,w1, w2 PWδ2 , if

w1 A
i
π w2 (82)

h(ppw1(icdagq ��}� pw(icdagqq � pw2(icdagq (83)

then there exists w1 � pδ3,δ
1
3q such that

w1 ¤ w
w2 ¤ w1

w Aiπ w
1

h(pw1(icdagq

(84)

In what follows for any two sets A and B we write AKB when
A X B � H. Similarly, for any two functions f, g : A á B, we
write gKf when dompgq X dompfq � H; and write g � f to
denote

dompgq � dompfq ^ @x P dompgq. fpxq � gpxq

We define function difference as follows when g � f .

pfzgqpxq�

#
fpxq if x P pdompfqzdompgqq
undefined otherwise

We proceed with the proof of the case when i�1. The proof of
other cases are analogous and are omitted here. From (83) and the
semantics of � and ��}� we know there exists h1, h2 and h1 heaps
such that

h2 ` h
1 � h (85)

h2 ( pw2(icdagq (86)
h1 ( pw1(icdagq (87)

h1 ` h
1 ( pw(icdagq (88)

From (85)-(88) and unfolding of icdag we know

h �
�

xPpδ.V zδ1.V q

rx ÞÑδpxqs Y
�

xPδ2.V

rxÞÑδ2pxqs

Y
�

xPδ1.V zδ11.V

rxÞÑδ1pxqs Y
�

xPδ12.V

rxÞÑδ12pxqs
(89)

and that

V1 � V ^E1 � E ^L1 � L^ V 1
1 � V 1 ^E1

1 � E1 ^L1
1 � L1

since otherwise we cannot find heaps h1, h1 s.t. h1(pw1(icdagq
and h1 ` h

1(pw(icdagq. From the definition of δ2 we then have

w1 δ2 w � w (90)

Let

w1�

�
�
�
� pV zV1 Z V2q,
pEzE1 Z E2q,
pLzL1 Z L2q

�
,
�
� pV 1zV 1

1 Z V
1
2q,

pE1zE1
1 Z E

1
2q,

pL1zL1
1 Z L

1
2q

�

�


From the definitions of w1, w2, w and A1
π we know that w1 PWδ2 .

Consequently, from the definitions of w1, w2, w and A1
π we have

w A1
π w

1 (91)

On the other hand , from the definitions of w1 and δ2 we have

w2 δ2 w
1 � w1 (92)

From (89) and the definition of hw1 we have

h ( pw1 ( icdagq (93)

and thus from (90), (91), (92) and (93) we can dispatch (84) as
required. �

Verifying icdag We give a proof sketch of dag_copy in Fig. 7.
In line 26 we update the edges of the copied node y and redirect
them to ll and rr corresponding to the copies of x’s left and right
children, respectively. However, to preserve the structure of a dag,
we need to ensure that by thus redirecting the edges from y we do
not introduce any cycles and preserve the “dagness” of δ1. This is
captured by Lemma D.3 (94) which states that given a node y, its
edges may be redirected to l1 and r1 provided that there is no path
from l1 and r1 to y. That is, redirecting the edges of y in this way
does not introduce any cycles.

Therefore, when redirecting the edges of y to ll and rr we
need to show ll � �y and rr � �y in δ1. We establish this through
Lemma D.3(95). Recall that icdagpδ, δ1q implements a dag δ and
its (potentially partial) copy δ1 in the heap. This lemma states that
given icdagpδ, δ1q, for any node x P δ and its children l and r, since
by the dag definition there is no path from l or r to x, we can show
the absence of an analogous path in the copy δ1. That is, there is no
path from l’s copy (i.e. l1) to y; mutatis mutandis for r.

Lemma D.3 (Dag lemmata)
δpxq�c,l,r,T ,P δ1�rx ÞÑ c,l1,r1,T 1,P 1sδ l1 � �x r1 � �x

dagpδq $ x ÞÑ c, l, r � xáã T, P
�px ÞÑ c1, l1, r1 � xáã T 1, P 1 ��� dagpδ1qq

(94)

δpxq�y,l,r,T ,P δplq.c�l1 δprq.c�r1

icdagpδ, δ1q $ icdagpδ, δ1q ^ l1
δ1

� �y ^ r1
δ1

� �y (95)

E. Parallel Speculative Shortest Path (Dijkstra)
The program in Fig. 8 (dijkstra) implements a non-greedy, spec-
ulative, variant of Dijkstra’s single source shortest path algorithm
calculating the cheapest path from a designated source node to all
other nodes in the graph.

Dijkstra’s greedy sequential algorithm Given a graph with
size vertices, the weighted adjacency matrix m, and a designated
source node s, Dijkstra’s sequential algorithm calculates the shortest
path incrementally by maintaining a cost (price) array p, and two
sets of vertices (represented as bit arrays in our example): those
processed thus far (done), and those yet to be processed (work). The
cost array is initiated with the cost for all nodes, bar the source, set
to maximum (i.e. prss�0; pris�8 for i �� s). Initially, all vertices
are in the work set and the algorithm proceeds by iterating through
the work set performing the following two steps in each iteration.
First, it extracts a node i with the cheapest cost from the work set
(i.e. i such that p[i] �mintprvs | v P worku) and inserts it to
the done set. Second, for each vertex j, it updates its cost (prjs)
to mintprjs, pris�mrisrjsu. The greedy strategy ensures that at
any one point the cost associated with the nodes in the done set is
minimal. Once the work set is exhausted, p holds the minimal cost
for all vertices.
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1 struct node {struct node *c, *l, *r}; bool b;

2 //tpδ1, δ2q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^pδ1, δ2q ( pInvc ^ Ppx, πqqu

3 copy_dag(struct node *x){

4 struct node *l, *r, *ll, *rr, *y;

5 if (!x) return 0;

6 //tpδ1,δ2q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^pδ1,δ2q(pInvc^Qp0, ret, πqqu

7 y = malloc(sizeof(struct node)); y->c = 0;

8 //tpδ1, δ2q ( ♦Rπ icdag � y ÞÑ �,�,�^pδ1, δ2q ( pInvc ^ Ppx, πqqu

9 <if(x->c){

10 //
 
Dδ3,δ4. pδ1,δ2qRπpδ3,δ4q^δ1�δ3^δ3pxq.c ��0^pδ3, δ4q ( icdag � y ÞÑ 0,�,�^pδ3,δ4q(pInvc^Ppx, πqq

(
11 // perform the action A4

π

12 // 
 
Dδ3,δ4,δ11. pδ1,δ2qR

πpδ3,δ4q^δ1�δ3^δ11�rδ3pxq.tztπusδ3^δ3�δ
1
1^δ

1
1pxq.c ��0^pδ

1
1, δ4q(icdag � y ÞÑ0,� ,�^pδ11,δ4q(pInvĉ Qpx,δ11pxq.c,πqq

(
13 b = false;

14 //tDδ5, δ6. δ1 � δ5 ^ δ5pxq.c �� 0^ pδ5, δ6q ( ♦Rπ icdag � y ÞÑ 0,�,�^ pδ5, δ6q ( pInvc ^ Qpx, δ5pxq.c, πqq ^ b�falseu

15 }else{

16 //tDδ3,δ4,l,r,T. pδ1,δ2qRπpδ3,δ4q^δ1�δ3^δ3pxq�0,TZtπu,H,l,r^pδ3,δ4q(icdag � y ÞÑ 0,�,�^ pδ3,δ4q(pInvc^Ppx, πqqu
17 x->c = y; b = true;

18 // perform the action A1
π

19 // 
"
Dδ5,δ6. δ1�δ5^p@zPδ5. πRδ5pzq.t^pz ��xñ πRδ5pzq.pqq^δ5pxq � y,� ,π,� ,�^

pδ5,δ6q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^pδ5,δ6q(pInvc^Ppδ5pxq.l, π.lqq^pδ5,δ6q(pInvc^Ppδ5pxq.r, π.rqq^b�true

*
20 }>

21 if(b){

22 //

"
Dδ5,δ6. δ1�δ5^p@zPδ5. πRδ5pzq.t^pz ��xñ πRδ5pzq.pqq^δ5pxq. � y,� ,π,� ,�^

pδ5,δ6q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^pδ5,δ6q(pInvc^Ppδ5pxq.l, π.lqq^pδ5,δ6q(pInvc^Ppδ5pxq.r, π.rqq^b�true

*
23 l = x->l; r = x->r;

24

!
pδ5, δ6q ( ♦Rπ.l icdag ^ pδ5,δ6q(pInvc^Ppl, π.lqq

) !
pδ5, δ6q ( ♦Rπ.r icdag ^ pδ5,δ6q(pInvc^Ppr, π.rqq

)
ll = copy_dag(l) || rr = copy_dag(r)

25 //

!
Dδ7,δ8. δ5�δ7 ^ pδ7,δ8q(♦Rπ.l icdag ^pδ7,δ8q(pInvc^Qpl, ll,π.lqq

)!
Dδ9,δ10. δ5�δ9^pδ9,δ10q(♦Rπ.r icdag ^pδ9,δ10q(pInvc^Qpr,rr,π.rqq

)
26 //

"
Dδ11,δ12. δ1�δ11^p@zPδ11. πRδ11pzq.t^pz ��xñ πRδ11pzq.pqq^δ11pxq�y,� ,π,l,r^

pδ11,δ12q(pInvc^Qpl, ll, π.lq^Qpr, rr, π.rqq^pδ11,δ12q(♦Rπ icdag

*
27 // By Lemma D.3; perform actions A2

π and A3
π in order

28 <y->l = ll>; <y->r = rr>;

29 // 
!
Dδ11,δ

1
2. δ1�δ

1
1^pδ

1
1, δ

1
2q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^ pδ

1
1,δ

1
2q ( pInvc^Qpx, y, πqq

)
30 return y;

31 //

!
Dδ11,δ

1
2. δ1�δ

1
1^pδ

1
1, δ

1
2q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^ pδ

1
1,δ

1
2q ( pInvc^Qpx, ret, πqq

)
32 }else{

33 //tDδ5, δ6. δ1 � δ5 ^ δ5pxq.c �� 0^ pδ5, δ6q ( ♦Rπ icdag � y ÞÑ 0,�,�^ pδ5, δ6q ( pInvc ^ Qpx, δ5pxq.c, πqqu

34 dealloc(y, sizeof(struct node)) ; return x->c;

35 //tDδ11, δ
1
2. δ1 � δ11 ^ pδ

1
1, δ

1
2q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^ pδ

1
1, δ

1
2q ( pInvc ^ Qpx, ret, πqqu

36 }

37 }

38 //

!
Dδ11,δ

1
2. δ1�δ

1
1^pδ

1
1, δ

1
2q ( ♦Rπ icdag ^ pδ

1
1,δ

1
2q ( pInvc^Qpx, ret, πqq

)

Figure 7: Proof sketch of (copy_dag).

Speculative variation We study a non-greedy variant of Dijk-
stra’s algorithm (dijkstra) where at each iteration, an arbitrary
node from the work set is selected rather than one with minimal cost.
Unlike the greedy variant, when a node is processed and inserted
into the done set, its associated cost is not necessarily the cheapest.
As such, during the second step of each iteration, when updating the
cost of node j to mintprjs, pris�mrisrjsu (as described above),
we must further check if j is already processed. This is because if
the cost of j goes down, the cost of its adjacent siblings may go
down too and thus j needs to be reprocessed. When this is the case,
j is removed from done and reinserted into work (line 11). If on the
other hand j is unprocessed (and is in work), we can safely decrease
its cost (line 10). Lastly, if j is currently being processed by another
thread, we must wait until it is processed (loop back and try again
- line 12). In parallel_dijkstra, we initialize the p, work, and

done arrays as described above (lines 3-6), and find the shortest path
from the source s concurrently, by spawning multiple threads, each
executing an instance of dijkstra (line 7).

The algorithm of parallel-dijkstra is an instance of spec-
ulative parallelism (speculative decomposition [GGKK03]): each
thread running dijkstra assumes that the costs associated with the
nodes in done will not change as a result of processing the nodes in
work and proceeds with its computation. However, if at a later point
it detects that its assumption was wrong, it reinserts the affected
nodes into work and recomputes their shortest paths.

Mathland graphs We represent our mathland graphs γ P G
as tuples of the form pV,M,P, Lq; where v is the set of ver-
tices; M :VÑpVÑNZt8uq is the weighted adjacency function;
P :VÑNZt8u denotes the cost (price ) function; and L:VÑD is
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1 void parallel_dijkstra(int[][] m, int[] p, int size, s){

2 bitarray work[size], done[size];

3 for (i=0; i<size; i++){

4 work[i] = 1; done[i] = 0; p[i] = MAX_INT;

5 }

6 p[s] = 0;

7 dijkstra(m,p,size,work,done) || ... || p(m,p,size,work,done)

8 return p;

9 }

1 void dijkstra(int[][] m, int[] p, int size, bitarray work, done){

2 while(done != 2size) {

3 for(i=0; i<size; i++){

4 next = <CAS(work[i], 1, 0)>;

5 if(next){

6 cost = p[i];

7 for(j=0; j<size; j++){

8 newcost = cost + m[i][j];

9 < if (newcost < p[j]){

10 if (work[j]) {p[j] = newcost}

11 else if (done[j]){ // speculation detected

12 p[j]=newcost; done[j]=0; work[j]=1

13 } else {j--}

14 } >

15 }

16 < done[i] = 1 >;

17 }

18 }

19 }

20 }

Figure 8: A variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm parallel-dijkstra.

the label function. We use the matrix notation for the adjacency and
cost functions and write M risrjs for Mpi, jq; and P ris for P piq.

We assume a set of colors Θ
def
�Nzt0, 1u to uniquely identify

the threads that concurrently manipulate the graph. We refer to the
thread of color c simply as thread c. Recall that each node x in the
graph can be either: unprocessed (in work); processed (in done); or
under process by a thread (neither in work nor in done). We define
our labels as Ddef

�pΘZt0, 1uq� pVÑt1, 0uq. The first component
describes the state of the node (0 for unprocessed, 1 for processed,
and c P Θ when under process by thread c). The second component
denotes the responsibility function. Recall that when a thread is
processing a node, it iterates through all vertices examining whether
their cost can be improved. The obligation function then describes
whether each node has already been examined (0), or it is yet to be
examined (1). We use the bit notation for obligation functions and
write e.g. 0n.1m, when the first n vertices are mapped to 0 and the
last m vertices are mapped to 1. We write 0 (resp. 1) for a function
that maps all elements to 0 (resp. 1).

Given a graph γ�pV,M,P, Lq we write |γ| for |V |, γ.V for
V , γm for M , and γp for P . For a node x P V , we write γpxq,
and γrrxs, for the first and second projections of Lpxq, respectively.
Note that, the obligation of node x may only be non-zero if it is
being processed. That is, when x is either unprocessed or processed,
it has no obligations (γpxq P t0, 1u ñ γrrxs � 0q. Two graphs γ
and γ1 are congruent, written γ � γ1 when they have equal vertices
and adjacency matrices. That is,

γ � γ1
def
� γ.V�γ1.V ^ γm�γ

1
m

Finally, we define the weighted path relation (
γ
 p), and its reflexive

transitive closure as:

x
γ
 p y

def
� γmrxsrys�p

x
γ
 

�

p y
def
� px�y^p�0q_pDp1,p2,z. p�p1�p2^x

γ
 p1 z ^ z

γ
 

�

p2
yq

Actions We define four families of actions, each of which indexed
by a thread color c. The first set, A1

c , describes the action of line 4

in the algorithm: the state of a node is changed from unprocessed to
being processed by thread c (i is removed from work).

Lpiq�p0,0q L1�ri ÞÑ pc,1qsL

pV,M,P, Lq A1
c pV,M,P, L1q

The next set of actions describes the case of line 10 in the algorithm:
when processing i, we discovered that the cost of j can be improved
and j is currently unprocessed. The cost of j is then updated and
the obligation of i towards j is (ghostly) marked as fulfilled.

Lpiq�pc,Rq Rrjs�1 p�P ris�M risrjs p   P rjs
Lpjq�p0,0q P 1�rj ÞÑpsP R1�rj ÞÑ0sR L1�ri ÞÑpc,R1qsL

pV,M,P, Lq A2
c pV,M,P 1, L1q

The third set of actions captures the case of line 11 in the algorithm:
when processing i, we discovered that the cost of j can be improved
and j is already processed. The cost of j is then updated, the
obligation of i towards j is (ghostly) marked as fulfilled, and j
is marked unprocessed (removed from done and reinserted to work).

Lpiq�pc,Rq Rrjs�1 p�P ris�M risrjs p   P rjs
Lpjq�p1,0q P 1�rj ÞÑ psP R1�rj ÞÑ 0sR
L2�ri ÞÑ pc,R1qsL L1 � rj ÞÑ p0,0qsL2

pV,M,P, Lq A3
c pV,M,P 1, L1q

The next set of actions corresponds to the case when the conditional
in line 9 of the algorithm fails: when processing i, examining j
yielded no cost improvement. The obligation of i towards j is then
(ghostly) marked as fulfilled.

Lpiq�pc,Rq Rrjs�1 P ris�M risrjs ¥ P rjs
R1�rj ÞÑ0sR L1�ri ÞÑpc,R1qsL

pV,M,P, Lq A4
c pV,M,P, L1q

The last set of actions corresponds to line 16 of the algorithm: the
processing of i is at an end since all vertices have been examined.
The state of i is thus changed to processed (i is inserted into done).

Lpxq�pc,0q L1�rx ÞÑ p1,0qsL

pV,M,P, Lq A5
c pV,M,P, L1q

We write Ac for actions of thread c; Ac for its complement, i.e. the
action of all threads but thread c; and Ad for the set of all actions:

Ac
def
�A1

cYA
2
cYA

3
cYA

4
cYA

5
c Ad

def
�

�¤
cPΘ

Ac

��

Ac
def
� AdzAc

Invariants Throughout the execution of dijkstra for a source
node s, γ satisfies the invariant Invdpsq described below.

pγ(Invdpsqq
def
� @x P γ.minsγpx, γprxsq_
pDy,z,p. pγpyq�0_pγpyq��1^γrrxs�1qq

^y
γ
 p z ^ witsγpγprys�p, z, xq

minsγpx, pq
def
� mintp1 | s

γ
 

�

p1 xu � p
witsγpp, z, xq

def
� minsγpz, pq ^ γprzs ¡ p^

pz�x_ pDp1,w. z
γ
 p1 w ^ witsγpp�p

1, w, xqqq

Invdpsq asserts that for any node x, either its associated cost from s
is minimal; or there is a minimal path from a node y whose cost is
minimal where y is either unprocessed, or is being processed and
is responsible for x. Moreover, none of the nodes along this path
(except y) are yet associated with their correct (minimal) cost. As
such, when y is finally processed, its effect will be propagated down
this path, correcting the costs of the nodes along the way.

Observe that when dijkstra terminates, since all nodes are
processed and are in the done set (i.e. @x. γpxq�1), Invdpsq entails
that the cost associated with all nodes is minimal.
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Lemma E.1 (Invd stability) For all mathland objects γ, and
source nodes s, the mathland invariant pγ ( Invdpsqq is stable
with respect to Ad. That is,

pγ ( Invdpsqq $ lAdpγ ( Invdpsqq

Spaceland implementation We implement a mathland graph γ
in the heap, through the Gpaq predicate, as multiple �-separated
arrays: a two-dimensional array describing the adjacency matrix,
a one dimensional array corresponding to the cost function, two
ghost arrays (used solely for reasoning) for the label function (one
capturing the node states, another for the responsibility function),
and finally two bit-arrays representing the work and done sets.

Gpa, γq ô pa� |γ|q ^ Dm, p, c, r, w, d.
adjpm,γq � pricepp,γq � colpc,r,γq
� workpw,γq � donepd,γq

adjpm,γq
def
� �

iPJγ
p �
jPJγ

mrisrjs ÞÑ γmrisrjsq

pricepp,γq
def
� �

iPJγ
pris ÞÑ γpris

colpc,r,γq
def
� �

iPJγ
pcrisáãγpiqq� �

iPJγ
p �
jPJγ

rrisrjsáãγrrisrjsq

workpw,γq
def
� �

iPWγ
wris ÞÑ 1� �

iPpJγ zWγq
wris ÞÑ 0

donepd,γq
def
� �

iPDγ
dris ÞÑ 1� �

iPpJγ zDγq
dris ÞÑ 0

Jγ
def
� t0, � � � , |γ|�1u

Wγ
def
� ti | i P Jγ ^ γpiq � 0u

Dγ
def
� ti | i P Jγ ^ γpiq � 1u

Lemma E.2 The heap implementation Gpaq is globally faithful.

Verifying parallel_dijkstra A proof sketch of dijkstra is
given in Fig. 9. As described above, the last assertion (all costs are
minimal) follows from the graph invariant Invdpsq and the fact that
the done set contains all vertices. The proof of parallel_dijkstra
is then immediate from the parallel rule.

F. Proof Sketch of Dijkstra’s Garbage Collector
We directly import Gries’ invariants and proof [Gri77], written for
an implementation in Owicki’s variant of Algol [OG76] and carry
out all the reasoning (in this case Gries’s proof) in mathland. Our
spatial reasoning is kept at a bare minimum. As in Gries’s setting,
we assume that the part of the memory reachable from the mutator is
a binary graph rooted at a fixed node root; a global array m is used
to represent the whole memory. This will be represented using the
following standard predicates, where list and graph are modified so
that their first argument are simple offsets into the global memory
m:

listpx, γq
def
� px�0^ empq _ Dx1. γpxq�p�, x1,�q ^

m�x ÞÑ γpxq � listpx1,γq
graphpx, γq

def
� px�0^ empq _ Dc, l, r. γpxq�pc, l, rq ^

m� x ÞÑ c, l, r Y� graphpl, γq Y� graphpr, γq

mempγq
def
� �N

i�1m� i ÞÑ γpiq

The pure predicates needed for the proof are straightforward tran-
scriptions (using our notations) of those described by Gries:

reachpxqpγq
def
� root

γ
 � x_ free

γ
 � x

Ifreepγq
def
� free

γ
 � endfree^ pγpendfreeq.left � 0

_ γpγpendfreeq.leftq.left � 0q

Cfreepγq
def
� Ifreepγq ^ γpendfreeq.left � 0

Cmarkpγq
def
� mark^ γprootq.color � � ^
γpfreeq.color � � ^
@x. proot

γ
 � x^ γpxq.color � �q ñ

gray-reachablepxq

1 struct node { int left, right; int color; };

2 struct node m[N];

3 int root, free, endfree, mark, add;

4 void whiten(int i) { // tm� i ÞÑ �,�,�u
5 m[i].color = �; } // tm� i ÞÑ �,�, �u
6 void blacken(int i) { // tm� i ÞÑ �,�,�u
7 m[i].color = ; } // tm� i ÞÑ �,�, u
8 void shade(int i) { // tm� i ÞÑ �,�, cu
9 if (m[i].color == �) m[i].color = ;

10 } // tm� i ÞÑ �,�, c1 ^ pc � � ñ c1 � q ^ pc � � ñ c1 � cqu

Figure 10: Proof sketches for coloring procedures.

Cmpiqpγq
def
� 0 ¤ i ¤ N � 1^
pDj P t0, . . . , i� 1u. γpjq.color � q ñ
Dj P ti, . . . , Nu. γpjq.color � 

CLpγq def
� @x. γpγpxq.leftqcolor � � ñ i � add � 0^
Dk1. γpk1q.color �  ^ k1  �

� γpxq.left^
pk1 � xñ γpxq.right �

� γpxq.leftq

CRpγq def
� @x. γpγpxq.rightq.color � � ñ i � �add � 0
^Dk1. γpk1q.color �  ^ k1  �

� γpxq.right^
pk1 � xñ γpxq.left

γ
 �

� γpxq.rightq

Ccollpiqpγq
def
�  mark^ p@n P t0, . . . , iu. γpnq.color �  ^

pi ¤ n ¤ N ^ γpnq.color � � ñ
 reachpnqpγqq

Mfreepγq
def
� Ifreepγq ^ @x. free

γ
 � xñ root �

γ
 � x

Mgraphpγq
def
� add � 0^ pmarkñ @x, y.
pγpxq.color �  ^ γpyq.color � �q ñ x �

γ
 yq

For f P tcolor, left, rightu, we write i.fpγq � γpiq.f, so that, e.g.,

γ ( i.left.color � � ô γpγpiq.leftq.color � � .

The spatial description of the shared part could be more precise, but
everything we need is already in the mathematical predicates, which
are as defined by Gries. Refactoring the proof to take advantage
of spatial separation (when applicable) would also be possible, but
ultimately the proof remains the same. For instance, in the collector,
we could replace

memY� listpfreeq Y� ♦A graphprootq

with the more spatially precise

mem^ pplistpfreeq Y� ♦A graphprootqq � trueq

Notice that the overlap between the free list and the rooted graph is
due to the action of the mutator that adds a node from the free list to
the graph, which temporarily makes part of the free list reachable
from the graph. Memory cells that are part neither of the graph nor
of the free list correspond to cells recently made unreachable by the
actions of the mutator. They will be included in the free list within
at most two collection phases, as shown by Gries.

It comes as no surprise that the above spaceland implementation
is globally faithful (with respect to the discrete PCM pWγ , ��,Wγq
described in §4.1) since the mem predicate is a global description
of the memory and captures the entire memory through γ.

We write “every path from root to the free list uses edge
pk, k.leftq” for

@x1, . . . , xn. free � xn ^ root x1  � � � . . . xn ñ
Di. xi � k^ xi�1 � k.left
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1 // tγ ( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ ( Invdpsqq u

2 void dijkstra(int[][] m, int[] c, int size, bitarray work, done){

3 while(done != 2size) {

4 // tDγ0. γ � γ0 ^ γ0
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

0 ( Invdpsqq ^ Dx. γ0pxq��1u

5 for(i=0; i<size; i++){

6 // tDγ1. γ � γ1 ^ γ1
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

1(Invdpsqqu

7 next = <CAS(work[i], 1, 0)>; //perform the action of A1
c

8 if(next){

9 // tDγ1. γ � γ1 ^ γ1
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

1(Invdpsqq ^ γ1piq�c^ γ1
r
piq�1u

10 cost = c[i];

11 // tDγ2. γ � γ2 ^ γ2
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

2(Invdpsqq ^ γ2piq�c^ γ2
r
piq�1^ γ2

p
ris�costu

12 for(j=0; j<size; j++){

13 // tDγ2. γ � γ2 ^ γ2
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

2(Invdpsqq ^ γ2piq�c^ γ2
r
piq�0j.1size-j ^ γ2

p
ris�costu

14 newcost = cost + m[i][j];

15 // tDγ3. γ � γ3 ^ γ3
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

3(Invdpsqq ^ γ3piq�c^ γ3
r
piq�0j.1size-j ^ γ3

p
ris�cost^ newcost�cost�γ3

m
risrjsu

16 < if (newcost < c[j]){

17 // tDγ4. γ � γ4 ^ pγ4 ( Gpsizeqq ^ pγ4(Invdpsqq ^ γ4piq�c^ γ4
r
�0j.1size-j ^ γ4

p
ris�cost^newcost�cost�γ4

m
risrjs ^ newcost γ4

p
rjsu

18 if (work[j]) {c[j] = newcost}

19 // Perform the action of A2
c

20 // tDγ5. γ � γ5 ^ pγ5 ( Gpsizeqq ^ pγ5(Invdpsqq ^ γ5piq�c^ γ5
r
�0j+1.1size-(j+1) ^ γ5

p
ris�costu

21 else if (done[j]){c[j]=newcost; done[j]=0; work[j]=1}

22 // Perform the action of A3
c

23 // tDγ5. γ � γ5 ^ pγ5 ( Gpsizeqq ^ pγ5(Invdpsqq ^ γ5piq�c^ γ5
r
�0j+1.1size-(j+1) ^ γ5

p
ris�costu

24 else {j--}

25 // Do nothing to the graph, just decrement j

26 // tDγ5. γ � γ5 ^ pγ5 ( Gpsizeqq ^ pγ5(Invdpsqq ^ γ5piq�c^ γ5
r
�0j+1.1size-(j+1) ^ γ5

p
ris�costu

27 } >

28 // tDγ6. γ � γ6 ^ γ6
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

6(Invdpsqq ^ γ6piq�c^ γ6
r
�0j+1.1size-(j+1) ^ γ6

p
ris�costu

29 }

30 // tDγ7. γ � γ7 ^ γ7
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

7(Invdpsqq ^ γ7piq�c^ γ7
r
�0qu

31 < done[i] = 1 >;

32 // Perform the action of A4
c

33 // tDγ8. γ � γ8 ^ γ8
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

8(Invdpsqq ^ γ8piq�0^ γ8
r
�0qu

34 }

35 }

36 // tDγ9. γ � γ9 ^ γ9
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

9(Invdpsqqu

37 }

38 // tDγ10. γ � γ10 ^ γ10
( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ

10(Invdpsqq ^ @x. γ10pxq�1u

39 }

40 // tDγ1. γ � γ1 ^ γ1 ( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ
1(Invdpsqq ^ @x. γ1pxq�1u

41 // tDγ1. γ � γ1 ^ γ1 ( ♦AcGpsizeq ^ pγ
1(Invdpsqq ^ @x.mins

γ1
px, γ1

p
rxsqu

Figure 9: Proof sketch of the speculative variation of Dijkstra’s Algorithm dijkstra.
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1 void marking( //
 
γ0 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^  mark^ γ0 ( Cfree ^ @x. x.color � 

(
2 int i;

3 xshade(root)y; xshade(free)y;

4 // 
"
γ2 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^
 mark^ γ2 ( Cfree ^ @x. x.color �  ^ root.color � � ^ free.color � �

*
5 //

 
γ2 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ2 ( Cfree ^ Cmark

(
6 i = 0;

7 while (i <= N)

8 //
 
γ ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ Cmpiq

(
9 { if (m[i].color != ) {

10 //
 
γ1 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ Cmpiq ^ i.color � 

(
11 //

 
γ1 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ Cmpi� 1q

(
12 i++;

13 } else {

14 //
 
γ1 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ i.color � 

(
15 xshade(m[i].left)y;

16 // 
 
γ2 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ2 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ i.color �  ^ i.left.color � �

(
17 //

 
γ2 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ2 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ i.color �  ^ CL

(
18 xshade(m[i].right)y;

19 // 
 
γ3 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ3 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ i.color �  ^ CL^ i.right.color � �

(
20 //

 
γ3 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ3 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ i.color �  ^ CL^ CR

(
21 xblacken(i)y;

22 // 
 
γ4 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ4 ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ i.color � 

(
23 i = 0;

24 }

25 }

26 //
 
γ ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ CmpN � 1q

(
27 //

 
γ ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ ( Cfree ^ Cmark ^ @x. reachpxq ñ x.color � �

(
28 //

 
γ ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^  mark^ γ ( Cfree ^ @x. reachpxq ñ x.color � �

(
29 }

Figure 11: Proof sketch of the marking phase of the collector.

1 void collect(void) {

2 //
 
γ0 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^  mark^ γ0 ( Cfree ^ @x. reachpxq ñ x.color � �

(
3 //

 
γ0 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ0 ( Cfree ^ Ccollp�1q

(
4 for(int i = 0; i <= N; i++) {

5 //
 
γ ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ ( Cfree ^ Ccollpi� 1q

(
6 if (m[i].color == �) {

7 //
 
γ1 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Cfree ^ Ccollpiq ^  reachpiq

(
8 m[i].left = m[i].right = 0;

9 // 
 
γ3 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ3 ( Cfree ^ Ccollpiq ^  reachpiq ^ γ3piq.left � γ3piq.right � 0

(
10 m[endfree].left = i;

11 // 
 
γ4 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ4 ( Ifree ^ Ccollpiq ^ endfree.left � i � 0^ γ4piq.left � γ4piq.right � 0

(
12 endfree = i;

13 //
 
γ4 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ4 ( Cfree ^ Ccollpiq ^ endfree � i

(
14 } else if (m[i].color == ) {

15 //
 
γ2 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ2 ( Cfree ^ Ccollpi� 1q ^ γ2piq.color � 

(
16 xwhiten(i)y;

17 // 
 
γ3 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ3 ( Cfree ^ Ccollpiq

(
18 }

19 }

20 //
 
γ1 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Cfree ^ CcollpNq

(
21 }

22 //
 
γ2 ( ♦AmemY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^  mark^ γ2 ( Cfree ^ @x. x.color � 

(

Figure 12: Proof sketch of the collecting phase of the collector.
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1 void addleft(int k,int j) { // tγ0 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ0 ( Mgraph ^ reachpkq ^ reachpjqu
2 xm[k].left = jy;

3 // 
"
γ1 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ k � add � 0^
γ1 ( reachpkq ^ k.left � j^ pmarkñ @x1, y1. x1.color �  ^ y1.color � � ^ x1  y1 ñ x1 � k^ y1 � jq

*
4 xshade(j)y;

5 } // tγ ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ ( Mgraph ^ reachpkq ^ k.left � ju
6

7 void mutator(void) { // tγ0 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ0 ( Mfree ^Mgraphu
8 while (true)

9 // tγ ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ ( Mfree ^Mgraphu
10 { k = pick_reachable(); j = pick_reachable();

11 // tγ1 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Mfree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ root � ju
12 if (*) {

13 // tγ1 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Mfree ^Mgraph ^ root � ku
14 m[k].left = 0;

15 // tγ2 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ2 ( Mfree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ k.left � 0u
16 } else if (*) {

17 // tγ1 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Mfree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ root � ju
18 addleft(k,j);

19 // tγ2 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ2 ( Mfree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ k.left � ju
20 } else {

21 // tγ1 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ1 ( Mfree ^Mgraph ^ root � ku
22 f = m[free].left;

23 // tγ2 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ2 ( Mfree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ free.left � f � 0u
24 addleft(k,f);

25 //

"
γ3 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ3 ( Ifree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ free.left � k.left � f � 0^
every path from root to the free list uses edge pk, k.leftq

*
26 while (f == endfree);

27 //

"
γ3 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ3 ( Ifree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ free.left � k.left � f � 0^ f � endfree^
every path from root to the free list uses edge pk, k.leftq

*
28 addleft(free,m[f].left);

29 //

"
γ4 ( ♦B memY� listpfreeq Y� graphprootq ^ γ4 ( Ifree ^Mgraph ^ root � k^ free.left � f.left^ k.left � f.left^ f.right � 0^
every path from root to the free list uses edge pf, f.leftq

*
30 m[f].left = 0; //  
31 }}

32 }

Figure 13: Proof sketch of the mutator.
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